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Executive summary
The present “S-PARCS solution inventory” (D1.1) is a report listing 41 different energy
cooperation/services solutions qualified for mutualised procurement and utilisation. This
assessment will serve as a reference for the successive stages of S-PARCS project in order
to identify the most suitable solutions to be deeply investigated with regards to their boundary
conditions, barriers and effectiveness.
The various options identified during the preparation of this work have been clustered in five
main fields, namely:
►
►
►
►
►

Energy Infrastructures and Installations
Information and Communication Technologies
Logistics and Mobility
Managerial Actions
Contractual Instruments

Under these five topics, different solutions have been analysed and their main characteristics
described. The process to accomplish such result involved different partners of the consortium,
and started during the kick-off meeting held in Linz in March in dedicate roundtables with
project parks representatives and it has been finalized also thanks to external stakeholders’
support under RINA-C expert guidance. Even if a wide number of possible solutions has been
considered, this does not preclude the possibility for other cooperative options to be analysed
and assessed later in S-PARCS project, if interesting ones are identified.
This report is combined with two Excel annexes:
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► Annex I: D1.1 S-PARCS solution inventory – sorting Annex I. This annex is
intended to guide the readers through the proposed solutions according to the filtering
options on their main characteristics
► Annex II: Library of Industrial Symbiosis case studies and linked exchanges. This
annex has been produced by Maestri Project (H2020 – GA 680570 - https://maestrispire.eu/) 1 and it summarises various cases of industrial symbiosis. It is therefore
intended as an extension and crucial part of chapter 3.4.8.
► Annex III: S-PARCS solutions assessment questionnaire template. This annex
contains the template used to gather the information from the different stakeholders
involved as well as the annex to facilitate its compilation.

1

The library is here shared under the terms of the CC BY-SA 4.0 licence and no change has been
made, MAESTRI Project Coordinator has been informed.
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1 Introduction
The aim of the present document “D1.1 S-PARCS solutions inventory” is to outline and to
summarise a fair number of solutions within the framework of energy cooperation/services
solutions qualified for mutualised procurement and utilisation.
The options presented in this report do not consider barriers, boundaries conditions and other
restraining factors, to enable an unhindered view on technically feasible solutions. These
aspects are not neglected by S-PARCS project as they are the subject of task 1.2 “Assessment
of technical as well as non-technical barriers and opportunities” (focused on their identification)
and task 2.1 “Instruments addressing the identified barriers” (focused on instruments to tackle
them). To each one of these tasks will have a corresponding public report of S-PARCS project.
This report presents the identified solutions in detail as each one of the identified options is
described both with regards to its general attributes and its potential in the framework of energy
cooperation in the industrial parks.
The ultimate goal of this report is the creation of an inventory to be used by park managers
and/or company owners willing to enhance the competitiveness of their business, to further
integrate the local community and/or to make the park design more attractive. To meet these
objectives, an Excel file, summarising the proposed solutions, has been prepared and it is
intended to be exploited along with the present report: while the Excel file guarantees the
possibility to easily browse the inventory thanks to filtering options, the report allows the
reader to gain a more detailed knowledge about the different solutions.
Some of the solutions presented in this inventory directly address the energy efficiency actions
in industrial parks, others are characterised by a broader approach in which the energy savings
are a consequence of other following actions. The common denominator of the options
proposed in the following chapters is that an energy saving is envisaged by a joint/shared
approach towards them, not implying that it is the only one.
As the purpose of this report is to promote energy efficiency measure embracing a new
cooperative approach, the possibility of installing new facilities to this scope is foreseen and it
is the first to be presented, but it is worth highlighting that low investment solutions which are
related to a different (new) managing strategy and/or upgrade of already existing ones is
proposed and encouraged to meet the goal.
Finally, considering that many of the proposed solutions are park-specific and will require
detailed feasibility studies to evaluate both the profitability and the precise attributes, which
can strongly vary considering different parks and boundary conditions, the present report is
intended to guide the park/company managers towards potentially interesting options, and to
help them chose and adapt the most promising ones. Therefore, it is intended not only to
experts (e.g. energy managers, electrical engineers, etc.) but also to a wider audience as a
sort of technical catalogue for industrial cooperation towards higher energy efficiency.
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1.1

Acronyms and abbreviations

Acronyms and abbreviations employed both in this report and in the accompanying Excel file
are listed in Table 1-1:
Table 1-1: Acronyms and abbreviations
Acronym
AD
AFV
BEV
DHN
CETP
COD
CNG
CFPA-E
CSP
DR
DSO
EMS
ESCO
EU
EV
FCEV
H/C
I.E.
KC
LPG
N/A
ORC
PCM
PtG
RES
PA
PV
SHS
SNG
SRC
SVC
TCS
TES
TEG
VAR
VRE
WWTP
WHR

Extended form
Anaerobic Digestion
Foundry Association of Basque Country and Navarra
Battery powered electric vehicle
District Heating Network
Common Effluent Treatment Plant
Chemical Oxygen Demand
Compressed Natural Gas
Confederation of Fire Protection Associations in Europe
Concentrated Solar Power
Demand Response
Distribution System Operator
Energy Management System
Energy Service COmpany
European Union
Electric Vehicle
Fuel cell powered electric vehicle
Heating & Cooling
Inhabitants Equivalent
Kalina Cycle
Liquid Petroleum Gas
Not Applicable
Organic Rankine Cycle
Phase Change Material
Power-to-Gas
Renewable Energy Source
Public Administration
Photovoltaic
Sensible Heat Storage
Substitute Natural Gas
Steam Rankine Cycle
Static VAR compensator
Thermo-Chemical Storage
Thermal Energy Storage
ThermoElectric Generator
Volt Ampere Reactive
Variable Renewable Electricity
WasteWater Treatment Plant
Waste Heat Recovery
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1.2

Key Messages

Various potentially interesting solutions have been identified in the framework of task 1.1 of SPARCS project, characterised by targeting different areas of interest for the industrial parks
and by proposing options to target them through both physical installations and contractual
agreements.
Barriers, boundary conditions and other restraining factors have not yet been taken into
account. Consequently, the feasibility and profitability of the different solutions presented in
this report can strongly vary depending on the characteristics as well as on the location of the
different industrial parks willing to adopt them.
The analysis of these restraining factors and of the instruments addressing them will be
performed in latter stages of the project and the outputs will be accessible in the following
reports:
► D1.2: Working Paper: Barriers towards Energy Cooperation
► D2.1: Instruments addressing technical and non-technical barriers – Generic results
Even if various solutions are already analysed and described in this report, the possibility of SPARCS consortium to foster and to promote ulterior options to be later identified cannot be
excluded.

2 Methodology
The present report has been built upon two different cornerstones: the needs and wishes of
the parks and companies involved in the project and the solutions to address a wide number
of energy related topics.
The discussion about wishes and needs, as well as the interest and concerns of the different
players with respect to cooperative solutions, started with a workshop organised during the
kick-off meeting and continued through conference calls organised in the framework of this
activity and the distribution of questionnaires to park managers and company owners.
Two different questionnaires were distributed among the park managers and company owners,
but they both aimed to collect information about:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Existing collaborations between companies
Energy audits performed
Energy optimisation solutions already carried out
Energy efficiency investments
Ownership and 3rd party involvement
Energy and resources fluxes
Areas to be improved with regards to energy efficiency

S-PARCS project is very much interested in the solutions that are adopted in a cooperative
manner and are able to produce mutualised benefits, and is called to focus on new
(cooperative) approaches to existing solutions, rather than on the innovation intrinsic to
technical/technological solutions themselves. A state-of-the-art review has been performed
based on both literature sources and auditing experience of the partners. The technologies
addressing the needs expressed from different stakeholders as well as those commonly
Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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employed by companies all over the world have been assessed considering the potential
advantages of cooperative solutions.
Thus, the result is an inventory, which has the objective to be non-site-specific, aiming to
address the industrial partners’ inputs and exploiting robust solutions highlighting the
advantages of approaching them in a cooperative perspective instead of the usual singlecompany mind-set.
Finally, different benchmarks of the various solutions have been defined according to previous
industrial experiences and literature cases. However, as each park has its own peculiarities,
and boundary conditions are not yet considered, these benchmarks have to be considered as
a preliminary indication and they are not set in stone: to deeply characterise the attributes of
different chosen solutions, a dedicate effort is foreseen in the following months of S-PARCS
project activities. This is the reason behind the choice of high (H), medium (M) and low (L) as
qualitative benchmark, quantitative ones could be confuted and in many cases impossible to
define a priori, being therefore misleading; on the opposite, this document should encourage
various stakeholders to investigate the possibility of actually implementing one or more of the
proposed solutions.
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3 Solutions inventory
A prerequisite for many of the solutions that are presented in the following paragraphs is a full
understanding of the companies in the park in terms of their needs and assets from the
energetic and process point of view. A fair number of the envisaged collaborative options to
enhance the competitiveness of both the park and the companies constituting it are based on
the interchange of electric energy, materials and/or heat: therefore, the knowledge of the
capabilities both in terms of production and consumption of these quantities in order to match
them has a non-negligible influence on the potential to be exploited thanks to a cooperative
approach.
The identified solutions have been clustered in five different categories, according to shared
characteristics. The five clusters that are described in the following chapters, are:
►
►
►
►
►

Energy Infrastructures and Installations
Information and communication technologies (ICTs)
Logistics and Mobility
Management Actions
Contractual instruments

The characteristics of each cluster are briefly outlined in the beginning of each paragraph. Yet,
in certain cases, the ono-to-one allocation of the proposed solutions in not obvious as the
boundaries between them are not sharp.

3.1

Energy Infrastructures and Installations

As the name suggests, the main feature of the solutions under this category is that they require
the installation of a new element in the park related to energy purposes. In this framework, the
most traditional energy efficient technologies in the general sense are presented as renewable
energy plants, thermal and electrical storages, waste heat recovery technologies, etc. and the
focus is on the advantages deriving from a cooperative approach in their installation,
management and cooperative purchasing.
These installations are directly linked to energy efficiency objectives and they usually present
a direct and obvious impact on the energy consumption of the companies and/or the parks
adopting them. Energy efficiency installations can target different areas of consumption
(electric demand, heat demand, processes, etc.) and require different levels of expertise to be
operated. In general, new equipment may require feasibility studies and they are not always
standard off-the-shelf solutions, consequently they may be characterised by higher capital
costs with respect to other options. On the other hand, as already mentioned, they are the
most common solutions in the framework of energy efficiency, meaning that they have
generally a high impact and they are reliable and already successfully deployed in many plants
and countries.
Finally, considering the points discussed above, the main advantages of a joint approach are
derived from the economy of scale and the sharing of initial costs between multiple companies.
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3.1.1

Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) plants

Renewable Energy Sources (RES) contribute to energy transition through the reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions, achieve sustainable development, protect the environment
and improve citizens' health. Moreover, renewable energy is also emerging as a driver of
inclusive economic growth, creating jobs and reinforcing energy security as well as
energy supply independence across Europe. The European Union has long been a
worldwide leader in the promotion and development of renewable energy, steering the effort
to combat climate change, encourage the shift to a low-carbon economy and stimulate highpotential economic growth. The president of the European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker,
has already defined the ambition of the EU becoming the world's number one on renewables
as one of the Commission's main political priorities [1]. For the EU, the investment needs are
estimated to be around or above €1 trillion from 2015 to 2030 in renewable electricity
generation alone [2].
The more robust renewable technologies are, among others:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Solar photovoltaics (PV)
Wind turbines
Hydroelectric plants
Biomass plants
Geothermal
Solar thermal

The opportunity to install RES plants in the industrial environment depends on many factors,
primarily the availability of the resource (insolation, wind power, etc.) but also the available
areas and the cost-effectiveness of the installation. Renewable installations show high
potential in an industrial park due to some of assumptions: firstly, the demand for energy in the
industrial environment is generally high compared to other sectors; secondly, there are often
wide spaces (e.g. empty roofs) suitable for such installations, and thirdly, the companies
generally have cash flow for investments that may be employed for energy efficiency projects.
The solution proposed in the framework of the industrial cooperation fostered by S-PARCS
project is that two or more companies within the same park could invest in one RES plant: the
costs would be shared and the benefits mutualised. The advantage of such approach could be
that a larger installation could be set up gaining from the economy of scale and
diminishing the ancillary costs. Moreover, the proposed scheme would allow investing in
shared spaces/resources, where a single company could face legal/permitting obstacles to
operate. Finally, involving more than one company, the most suitable position could be
identified (i.e. most irradiated roofs, most windy area, etc.), making the investment more
efficient. In the preliminary stages of S-PARCS project the Spanish park manager BSI has
already expressed its interest in investigating the opportunity and profitability of installing a
micro-hydropower plant exploiting an existing dam within the park premises (shown in Figure
3-1) and a yet-to-be-defined cooperative approach to finance and run it.
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Figure 3-1: Dam in the Bildosola-Artea Industrialdea; Source: Tecnalia

While the Spanish one is a quite peculiar opportunity thanks to the existence of an already built
dam, a more common possibility is represented by PV installation: due to their modularity, the
maturity of the technology and the possibility to install them on the roof, they appear to be
particularly suitable for cooperative measures.
3.1.1.1 Joint biomass based Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
Bioenergy has an important role to play in helping the EU countries to meet the targets set by
the European Renewable Energy Directive objectives until 2030. Although energy
consumption is set to increase, renewable sources, including biomass along with wind,
hydro and solar, are expected to play an important role in achieving carbon-reduction
targets. Any bioelectricity generation demands a conversion of the biomass to something that
can be directly used for the bioelectricity generation. Steam is the most common working
medium, in steam turbines, and to a much smaller extent in steam engines. However, also
organic oil vapour can be a working medium, as in an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC), and air,
helium or hydrogen can be working mediums in a Stirling engine and air can be a medium in
a hot air turbine. Combustion is a well-established and fully commercial biomass conversion
technology, while gasification can still not be considered as fully commercial for biomass,
despite intensive research and demonstration programs for several decades. Gasification is
inherently more complex than combustion, and biomass is a more complex fuel to handle
compared to coal. Pyrolysis can also still not be considered fully commercial for biomass, and
the aim of pyrolysis is usually not subsequent to generation, but bio-oil or charcoal production.
Anaerobic digestion is commercially available and is widely used.
Various different technologies are in place with respect to the production of electricity and heat
from biomasses. The most used (dominating) CHP system for biomass is combustion and
steam turbine (as shown in Figure 3-2), while steam engine is a commercial alternative in the
small-scale segment. In parallel, gas engines run on gas from landfills or anaerobic digestion
are commercially available as opposite as gasification based CHP systems for biomass,
despite some claim their specific system to be. The commercial aspects of ORC, Stirling
engine, hot air turbines and fuel cells are very dependent on framework conditions, and only
Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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ORC can be regarded as commercially available, and only in a market which is strongly
supporting bioelectricity generation (high feed-in tariffs or green certificates). To conclude, the
cost-efficiency of the CHP solutions depends on a number of factors, and investment costs
and fuel costs are very important, other than their availability and the potential incentives
deriving from these plants [3].

Figure 3-2: Biomass CHP based on combustion and steam turbine; Source: Biomass
Innovation Centre [4]

In this framework, the joint purchase and operation of a CHP plant could be interesting for the
different companies in a park. As a matter of fact, the possibility to share the initial
investment could encourage more companies to explore this option. Moreover, a CHP plant
is most efficient when both its electrical and thermal production are fully employed. This target
could be achieved by providing heat and power to different companies, according to their
needs. This last option, which is possible thanks to a cooperative approach, has the ulterior
advantage of ensuring a more stable functioning to the plant: ideally, it is always operated
to its nominal point guaranteeing maximum efficiency and longer lifespan, supplying multiple
industrial facilities according to their demands.
3.1.2

District heating solutions

The objective of district H/C networks is to deliver sustainable heating and cooling, connecting
local resources to local needs. District energy is a worldwide proven solution to deliver
heating, hot water and cooling services through a network of insulated pipes, from a
central point of generation to the end-user.
District energy networks are suited to feed in locally available, renewable and low-carbon
energy sources, solar thermal and geothermal heat, and waste heat from industry and
commercial buildings, heat from combined heat and power plants. The ability to integrate
Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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diverse energy sources means both that customers are not dependent upon a single source
of supply and that new sources can be integrated into the network. The refurbishment,
construction and expansion of district energy networks (combining district heating and district
cooling, integrating and balancing a large share of renewable power, serving as thermal
storage) are prerequisites for the smart energy systems of the future [5].
In this framework, while old fashioned district heating networks rely on one central heating
plant, often fossil fuel based, modern solutions often rely on waste heat (and cold) recovery
systems: there are examples of district heating networks built based on the availability of a
relevant source of waste heat. A significant share of the heat required by the network is
provided by an industrial plant which has processes releasing heat at an adequate temperature
and/or power plant that generate hot fluxes. More advanced layouts also employ adsorption
chillers to provide cooling during the summer days (or all year long if required) exploiting the
heat produced, reducing the consumption linked to electrical driven chillers. In Figure 3-3, an
example of a modern integrated city is presented and in the red boxes the potential link with
an industrial park providing district heating and energy in other forms is highlighted.

Figure 3-3: Integrated city with district heating; Source: Euroheat&Power [6]

The benefits deriving from the exploitation of waste heat in a district heating network from the
industrial point of view are multiples:
► Revenue for the producer: district heating companies buy the excess heat to be
injected into their network
► Reduction of cooling devices (e.g. cooling towers) required: they are substituted by
heat exchanger(s) towards the network
► Increasing the public acceptance: as the industrial plant provides a service to the
neighbouring community, its link with the surrounding inhabitants is strengthened
► Green print: as district heating solutions are environment friendly, especially when
exploiting waste heat, the companies/park could promote themselves
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However, district heating solutions require two essential pillars to be deployed: a customer to
be provided with heat and the network conveying it. Even if all over the world there are many
successful examples of DHN, the capital costs related to both piping and heat exchangers (and
additional chiller to provide cooling) could discourage some companies from investing in such
solution. Starting from these simple assumptions, three potential solutions addressing the
district heating option in a cooperative way have been envisaged in the framework of S-PARCS
project.
From a general perspective the typical payback periods for industrial excess heat recovery
investments are revealed to be from 1 to 3 years [7] and, even when longer payback periods
are expected, they are in line with other alternative investments in energy supply. Moreover,
the study of [8], suggest that the majority of the cooperations have an operation life of at least
5 years, which is enough to pay the investment back based on the above mentioned
timescales.
The risk that the company providing heat might shut down is reported as a key factor between
the drivers that promote or discourage collaboration between industries and utilities in the
district heating sector. However, the energy cooperation can offset, or reduce, this risk, since
an additional revenue stream is realized thanks to the remuneration of the heat recovered.
Whenever considering a district heating type of intervention a preliminary analysis of the
thermal load demand and production is required. The outcomes of such analysis consist in a
deeper understanding of the potential additional requirements (and potentially initial capital
costs) from both sides. In particular, whenever these two curves are not aligned, and have
similar magnitude, buffer storage solutions might be required [9], otherwise the misalignments
would hamper the heat recovery potential. Differently, if the magnitudes of the two curves
(demand and production) are not similar such solution would not generally be required.
3.1.2.1 District heating/cooling network between the park premises
The first approach consists in the realisation of a district heating network in the park that
would provide heat to the offices and/or the warehouses (if necessary). This network
would guarantee lower consumption for heating (and cooling, if linked to a chiller) to all the
companies connected to it, as district heating solutions are generally more efficient than
traditional small scale heating systems. However, the most suitable solution would be to
inject into the network the industrial waste heat available in the park, eventually paying a
fee to the provider(s). As previously mentioned, to guarantee the cooling part it could be
employed an absorption chiller, in the latter case of the waste heat representing a significant
part of the energy injected in the network.
3.1.2.2 Link to already existing district heating/cooling network serving local
community
The second option considers also an interaction with the external environment: in order to
exploit the amount of waste heat available in many industrial parks without creating a new
district heating network between the park’s premises, the idea proposed in this paragraph is
to create a link with a neighbouring already existing local network (if any). This solution
would potentially allow a larger amount of waste heat to be recovered (depending on the
community magnitude), and no major physical installation between the park premises would
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be needed. Moreover, it would represent a direct income for the plants involved as they
could directly sell the heat. Finally, it would strengthen the symbiosis with the park and
the local community.
3.1.2.3 New district heating/cooling network serving local community
The last option proposed in this document, similarly to the previous solution, is based on
serving a neighbouring local community. If no DHN exists there, the creation of a brand new
district heating network could be promoted. Successful examples are already in place (i.e.
Varberg community in Sweden) of a municipality promoting the creation of a district heating
network based on a large amount of waste heat available from a nearby factory/park. This
process would take longer time but it would create a stronger bond with both the local
community and the public administration (PA) while being industrially driven. In this
framework, it is remarkable that the industrial sector accounts for one third of the energy
consumption, with as much as half ultimately wasted as heat [10].
3.1.3

Joint investment in energy efficiency

Energy efficiency measures in industrial parks are often considered only from the individual
perspective, as each company tries to identify solutions to improve its performances and
processes from the energy point of view, aiming to reduce its energy related costs. However,
the holistic point of view, which is described below, is often neglected:
► Investment related to common/shared areas
► Analysis of how single company measures could be integrated in the larger
framework
An example of a measure already identified within the S-PARCS consortium is represented by
the BSI park manager: considering the high costs related to lighting of common spaces due to
the current sodium vapour lamp technology in place at the Bildosola-Artea industrial park, a
shared investment to replace them with Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) integrated with intelligent
control systems (e.g. radars) is envisaged. In 2010, IEA estimated that the total 2 energy
efficiency in lighting and appliances have a large energy-saving potential and consequent
reduction of around 3.7 Gt CO2 emissions per year. As all the companies within the park
premises have to pay the electricity costs of common areas, all of them would benefit from
an investment to improve the energy efficiency of these spaces. Besides the lighting
system, the refurbishment of shared buildings or the improvement of the internal electric
network are some measures in this regard.
The improvement of the internal electric network can be seen as the link from the two different
points of views above mentioned. The redesign of the network(s) of a company could be a
measure identified to improve its own performances [11–13] or it can be linked to process
necessities (single company approach), however it is possible that, especially in older parks,
the entire park would benefit from a similar measure. In this sense, when considering the
improvement/refurbishment/modification of the internal networks (electricity, gas, heat, water,
internet, compressed air, etc.), an analysis of these measures collaborating with

2

Not only industrial
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neighbouring companies could maximise their impact thanks to a wider approach
(holistic, cooperative approach).
3.1.4

Electricity production from waste heat

Waste heat recovery system plays a pivotal role for heat extractions in energy consuming
sectors, in particular thermoelectric modules turn waste heat into useful work in the form of
electric energy.
Waste heat energy discharged into atmosphere is one of the largest sources of clean,
fuel-free, and inexpensive energy available.
Methods to harvest such energy are:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Brayton Cycle (BC)
Sterling Engine (SE)
Kalina Cycles (KC)
Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)
Steam Rankine Cycle (SRC)
piezoelectric energy harnessing
thermo-photovoltaic (thermo-PV) devices
Thermionic and Thermoelectric or Thermoelectric Generator

The SRC is the most common waste heat recovery method that produces steam from waste
heat for power generation, thus driving a steam turbine. One of the oldest and versatile
technologies is steam turbines; the operation of steam turbine/Heat recovery boiler is based
on thermo-dynamic process called “Rankine Cycle (RC)”, as presented in Figure 3-4. The
water is pumped to high pressure in SRC before inflowing to a heat recovery boiler. The hot
exhaust vaporizes the pressurized water and steam is then expanded to lower pressure and
temperature in turbine for power generation. At vacuum condition, low pressure steam is then
exhausted and steam is then condensed back into liquid. The pump recirculates the
condensate present in the condenser and thus the process continues.

Figure 3-4: Rankine Cycle; Source: [14]

ORC utilizes organic working fluid with the advantageous features of high vapour pressure,
low boiling point, higher mass flow, and higher molecular mass in comparison with water. The
ORC has higher efficiency at lower heat temperatures than SRC, which makes it suitable for
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waste heat recovery at lower temperature. ORC systems can harvest waste energy at a lowest
temperature of 150°C, on the contrary, steam systems are generally not appropriate for
temperatures below 260°C. ORC is most recently used in compressor heat recovery system,
whereas it is commonly employed in geothermal power plant as a renewable energy harvesting
method.
Kalina Cycle is also based on Rankine cycle principle: KC utilizes mixture of ammonia and
water as working fluid for effective waste energy recovery from the heat source. The operating
temperature ranges is 100 °C to 500 °C. For the same level of temperature, KC is 15–25%
more efficient than ORCs. In addition to the above discussed WHR techniques, there are
number of advanced technologies in research stage that directly harvest electricity from waste
heat. These technologies comprise: thermo-photovoltaic (thermo-PV) devices, piezoelectric,
thermoelectric, thermionic, Brayton cycle, and sterling engine. Various technologies are
validated for automotive application and are under process for industrial heat recovery. Among
various WHR technologies, thermoelectric systems are gaining popularity day by day because
of their advantageous features of vast scalability, solid state operation, the absence of toxic
residuals, a long life span of reliable operation, no carbon dioxide emission, and lack of
chemical reaction or moving parts.
Recently, TEG is extensively used to recover waste heat in various applications ranging from
microwatts to megawatts. TEG material is either used for cooling or power generation as
presented in Figure 3-5. TEG generates electrical energy on basis of thermoelectricity by
harvesting waste heat. Thermoelectricity is the process of producing electric potential from
temperature differences and vice-versa. In thermoelectric generator, the imposition of a
temperature difference (∆T) across the hot and cold terminal produces current flow in the
external circuitry. Potential difference defines the voltage polarity and ∆T defines magnitude of
potential difference ∆V. TEG consists of array of semiconductor material, and by applying heat
on one side and cooling the heat sink on other side produces electricity and vice versa.

Figure 3-5: Thermoelectric Generator; Source: [14]
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Table 3-1: Some examples of energy harvesting technologies and suitable range of temperature;
Source: A survey on waste heat [14]
Category

Low
temperature

Medium
temperature

High
temperature

Heat source
Cooling
Hot processed liquids and solids
Welding and injection moulding
machines
Bearings
Air compressors
Steam boiler exhaust
Gas turbine exhaust
Reciprocating engine exhaust
Drying and baking ovens
Catalytic crackers
Annealing furnace cooling systems
Incinerators
Al-Cu furnaces
Hydrogen plants

Temperature
[°C]
30 – 55
30 – 230
30 – 90

Energy harvesting
technology
Thermoelectric
Organic Rankine Cycle
Kalina Cycle

30 – 90
30 – 50
230 – 480
370 – 540
315 – 600
230 – 600
425 – 650
425 – 650
650 – 1450
650 – 760
620 – 1000

Piezoelectric
Thermoelectric
Steam Rankine Cycle
Organic Rankine Cycle
Thermoelectric
Thermal PV
Thermoelectric
Thermoelectric
Steam Rankine Cycle
Thermoelectric
Steam Rankine Cycle

As previously mentioned, the most used technologies in this framework are the SRC based
ones, as they are the most well-established and common. However, ORCs are increasingly
gaining attention as the costs are diminishing and, in general, the best choice depends on
multiple factors: Table 3-1 reports, in a non-exhaustive manner, some applications and some
suitable corresponding technologies according to [14].
While technologies and technical solutions may be very different, power plants recovering heat
for electric generation are generally characterised by high capital costs. For this reason a joint
investment could be a profitable solution to address a large amount of waste heat in the
park, generated by a single plant or multiple ones: as the investment is shared between
more than one company. Proceeding with this proposed option, also the electricity produced
by the facility could be shared according to different parameters.
3.1.5

Electrical storage installation

Electricity storage is expected to play a crucial role in enabling the next phase of the energy
transition. One of the main reasons is that, along with solar and wind power generation (which
capacity is rapidly increasing but not predictable), it will allow sharp decarbonisation in key
segments of the energy market. More directly, electricity storage makes possible a transport
sector dominated by electric vehicles (EVs), enables effective, 24-hour off-grid solar home
systems and supports 100% renewable mini-grids. As variable renewables grow to substantial
levels, electricity systems will require greater flexibility. At very high shares of variable
renewable electricity (VRE), electricity will need to be stored over days, weeks or
months. The consequent decarbonisation of the energy sector would be driven by these
essential services, partially provided by electricity storage. Electricity systems already require
a range of ancillary services to ensure smooth and reliable operation (as shown in Figure 3-6).
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Supply and demand need to be balanced in real time in order to ensure supply quality (e.g.,
maintaining constant voltage and frequency), avoid damage to electrical appliances and
maintain supply to all users [15].

Figure 3-6: Energy storage functions; Source: IRENA [15]

In this framework, the economic benefit behind the purchase of electrical storages by an
industrial facility/park is that they can target the reduction of electricity costs both via the
interaction with the local grid or allowing a smoother employment of the power
production assets.
Via an electrical storage two main actions could be performed with regards to the Distribution
System Operator (DSO): peak shaving actions or providing frequency regulation services to
the grid. In the first case, the end users may reduce their electricity costs by employing
electrical storages to reduce peak power needed from the grid during the day and to buy the
needed electricity at off-peak times. This may also allow generation output (if existing) to
become flatter, which leads to operating efficiency improvement and cost reduction in fuel.
Storages can provide frequency control functions by helping to adjust the output of power
generators, which is a service remunerated by the market in some countries across the EU.
Moreover, they allow increasing self-consumption of local power generation from RES
(i.e. from rooftop PV panels): self-consumption can lower the overall costs of the energy
system through load shifting particularly if storage and demand response are managed using
ICT algorithms to control charging cycles and appliance usage (smart grid).
All the above-mentioned actions can be performed in a jointly approach: the investments
could be shared both in terms of capital and operational costs and the storage(s) can
be located in a common space or in one’s company area according to the most
convenient location for space and/or technical reasons. Moreover, an electrical storage
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could be included in a wider approach as a buffer to operate in a joint way other electrical
facilities, in order to maximise their utilisation and impact (e.g. joint CHP).
3.1.6

Thermal storage installation

Thermal energy storage (TES) is a technology that stocks thermal energy by heating or cooling
a storage medium, so that the stored energy can be used later for heating and cooling
applications and/or power generation.
Advantages of using TES in an energy system include higher overall efficiency and
better reliability, and it can lead to better economic benefits in the form of investment,
running cost reductions and less pollution, i.e., fewer carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. In
Europe, it has been estimated that around 1.4 million GWh/year can be saved and 400 million
tons of CO2 emissions avoided, in the residential and industrial sectors by more extensive use
of heat and cold storages [16].
It is possible to consider thermal storage on the hot and/or cold side of the plant. The former
allows the storage of hot water from the collectors (and from the auxiliary heater) to be supplied
to the generator of the absorption chiller (in cooling mode) or directly to the users (in heating
mode). The latter allows the storage of cold water produced by the absorption chiller to be
supplied to the cooling terminals inside the building. It is usual to identify three situations as
“hot”, “warm”, and “cold” storage based on the different temperature ranges. Typically, a hot
tank may work over 80 – 90°C, a warm tank at 40 – 50°C, and a cold tank at 7 – 15°C.
While heat storage on the hot side of solar plants is always present because of heating and/or
domestic hot water production, cold storage is justified in larger plants. Cold storages are used
not only to gain economic advantages from lower electricity costs (in the case of electric
compression chillers) depending on the time of the day, but also to lower the cooling power
installed and to allow a more continuous operation of the chiller.
The use of thermal storage, initially, could not provide effective backup but helped the system
to thermally stabilize. Consequently, thermal storage was initially used in solar-assisted
thermal systems. Since then, studying thermal energy storage technologies as well as the
usability and effects of both sensible and latent heat storage in numerous applications
increased.
Table 3-2: Thermal storages main characteristics; Source: A Comprehensive Review of Thermal
Energy Storage [17]
TES System
Sensible (hot water)
Phase-change
material (PCM)
Thermochemical
storage (TCS)

Efficiency
(%)

Capacity (kWh/t)

Power (MW)

Storage Period

10 - 50

0.001 - 10.0

50 - 90

Days/Months

50 - 150

0.001 - 1.0

75 - 90

Hours/Months

120 - 250

0.01 - 1.0

75 - 100

Hours/Days

Thermal energy storage includes several of different technologies, summarised in Figure 3-7,
each one with its own specific performance, application and cost: a concise overview is
reported in Table 3-2.
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Important fields of application for TES systems are the building sector (e.g., domestic hot
water, space heating, and air-conditioning) and the industrial sector (e.g., processes heating
and cooling), which is of high interest to the S-PARCS project. TES systems can be installed
as either centralized plants or distributed devices. Centralized plants are designed to store
waste heat from large industrial processes, conventional power plants, combined heat and
power plants, and renewable power plants, such as CSP. Their power capacity ranges typically
from hundreds of kW to several MW. Distributed devices are usually buffer storage systems to
accumulate solar heat to be used for domestic and commercial buildings (e.g., hot water,
heating, and appliances). Distributed systems are mostly in the range of a few to tens of kW.

Figure 3-7: Classification of TES according to macro-characteristics; Source: A
Comprehensive Review of Thermal Energy Storage [17]

Thermal energy storage systems based on sensible heat storage (SHS), typically offer a
storage capacity ranging from 10 to 50 kWh/t and storage efficiencies between 50 and 90%,
depending on the specific heat of the storage medium and thermal insulation technologies.
PCMs can offer higher storage capacity and storage efficiencies from 75 to 90%. In most
cases, storage is based on a solid-liquid phase change with energy densities of 100 kWh/m3
(e.g., ice). TCS systems can reach storage capacities of up to 250 kWh/t with operation
temperatures of more than 300 °C and efficiencies from 75% to nearly 100%. The economic
viability of a TES depends heavily on application and operation needs, including the number
and frequency of storage cycles.
Similar to electric energy storages, the advantages related to a joint approach in the purchasing
and operation of thermal energy storages are related to the shared initial investment, to the
possibility of exploiting multiple areas in the park, as well as to the optimisation benefits
deriving from a multi-company analysis for their utilisation. Additionally, while electrical
energy can easily be purchased and sold from/to the external grid, thermal energy (high or low
temperature) is more difficult to dispatch, easily resulting in waste heat streams and fluctuating
operation of the facilities to follow the industrial demand. The possibility to (partially) decouple
the production and the consumption of heat by the mean of storages could result in a direct
economic benefit both in a single company approach but even more in a joint one, as the
thermal demand to be satisfied could be substantially different.
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3.1.7

Joint reactive power compensation

There are two types of power in an AC power supply system, reactive power and active power
(real or true power). In contrast with active power (expressed in Watts), reactive power
(expressed in Volt-Amperes Reactive) does not involve a transfer of energy. Reactive power
is transferred from the source to the load and then returns from the load to the source, then
the average power supplied is zero. This means that in contrast with active power, reactive
power is positive during one half cycle and negative during another half cycle on the AC
waveform. Reactive power is produced in an AC circuit when the current and voltage
waveforms are not in phase. This dephasing reduces the active power output. Then, reactive
power compensation is required to keep the system voltage within appropriate limits.
Among the sources that can generate or absorb reactive power are generators (by operating
a range of leading/lagging power factors in order to meet voltage schedules), synchronous
condensers (generators that have been disconnected and provide only reactive power using
real power from the system), transmission or distribution system equipment (shunt capacitors,
inductors, Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System - FACTS), demand response (by
regulating the power factor at the delivery point) and energy storages [18]. Capacitors are static
sources of reactive power and are typically installed on the transmission and distribution
system. They are “static” in the sense that they do not provide active voltage control. Dynamic
reactive power can be supplied by generators and by transmission equipment such as
synchronous condensers and static VAR (volt amp reactive) compensators (SVCs) at
substations. SVC and capacitor costs have historically been included in the revenue
requirement of the transmission or distribution system operator and recovered through costof-service rates [19].
The main reasons leading to the necessity for reactive power compensation in the electric
system are:
►
►
►
►

The voltage Regulation
Increased system stability
Better utilization of machines connected to the system
Reducing losses associated with the system

The impedance of transmission lines and the need for lagging VAR by most machines in a
generating system results in the consumption of reactive power, thus affecting the stability
limits of the system as well as transmission lines. Unnecessary voltage drops lead to increased
losses which needs to be supplied by the source and in turn leading to outages in the line due
to increased stress on the system to carry this imaginary power [20].
Charges for reactive power are applied differently in EU countries, but typically there are two
different schemes:
► Reactive Tariff: A regular tariff rate is applied to each MVARh of reactive energy
produced and/or consumed.
► Penalty: Reactive energy produced and/or consumed is charged only if some predefined conditions are met. Examples can be excesses of energy off-taken/fed-in
during a given period or excess levels of cos φ, being cos φ the power factor, defined
as of the real power flowing to the load to the apparent power [21].
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As different schemes and tariffs are in place in different countries, the possibility of purchasing
at park level an appropriate device (capacitors, synchronous condenser, SVC, etc.) may be a
cost effective solution or not, affecting also the choice of the more appropriate one. As above
mentioned, the end-users are generally charged with one or another of the previously
explained schemes. While the purchase of a device for a single company may not lead to
savings, its acquisition by multiple companies could be appropriate, leading to higher
efficiency and economic savings.
3.1.8

Joint sustainable/self-produced fuel (power-to-gas, biogas)

As European Member States are investing heavily in RES generation, with wind and solar
being the dominant technologies, it is becoming increasingly difficult to keep production and
demand in balance. Power-to-gas is an innovative concept that couples the electricity
and gas networks allowing for the flexible handling of excess and shortage of electricity
generation. The Power-to-Gas (PtG) process chain was first proposed in Japan in the 1980s1990s: the objective was a global CO2 recycling using sea water. As previously mentioned,
now the focus is a better and more convenient integration of variable RES.
The power-to-gas concept is about converting electrical power into a gaseous energy
carrier such as hydrogen (H2) and/or methane (CH4). Its core component is an electrolysis
cell in which water molecules are split into hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) by applying an
electric current. The hydrogen (H2) can be either used directly as feedstock or fuel in the
industrial or transport sector. The hydrogen will be elated through the natural gas network via
blending (and stored in gas storages) or further converted to methane (CH4) via a methanation
process by making use of captured carbon dioxide (CO2) [22]. Considering this second case,
the PtG process links the power grid with the gas grid by converting surplus power into a grid

Figure 3-8: Schematic representation of the power-to-gas concept; Source:
https://www.dnvgl.com/
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compatible gas via a two-step process: H2 production by water electrolysis and H2 conversion
with an external CO or CO2 source to CH4 via methanation (Figure 3-8). The resulting CH4,
known as substitute natural gas (SNG), can be injected into the existing gas distribution grid
or gas storages, used as motor fuel, or it can be easily utilised in all natural gas end use
appliances, for instance in mobility and residential heating [23]. The CO or CO2 sources can
be, for instance, industrial flue gas or biological carbon sources such as biogas.
Power-to-Gas has an economic potential in various sectors, some more advanced than others:
► Balancing services: rapid response electrolysers could take over a part of this service,
providing network stability and maintaining a competitive Frequency Containment
Reserve market in the future.
► Energy storage: the energy storage functionality of power-to-gas can be applied at
different scales varying from small-scale applications that balance the output of a single
wind turbine to large-scale storage on system level. Power-to-gas is also very flexible
with respect to the duration of an energy storage cycle.
► Chemical and processing industries: the supply of large industries with hydrogen
from power-to-gas installations currently costs approximately twice as much as to the
conventional (steam methane reforming, SMR) production process. The price spread
will decrease in the long term if carbon dioxide (CO2) allowances rise in price and
power-to-gas capex decreases. The costs for hydrogen (H2) delivery via tube trailers to
small industries is already comparable to the costs of hydrogen from power-to-gas
installations.
► Transport sector: the transport sector represents the most promising application for
the use of green hydrogen at the moment and could be the first target for large scale
deployment of the technology. The cost of hydrogen produced from electricity is already
comparable with other green fuel options; current levelised costs of distributed
hydrogen already compete with compressed biogas (bioCNG) on a fuel cost per
kilometre basis.
Power-to-Gas applications may be particularly interesting in the framework of an
industrial park that has already installed or which is willing to install other assets such
as: relevant renewable sources plant(s), H2 vehicles, flue gas capture, etc. In this
framework, a PtG plant at park level could take advantage of these different assets, resulting
economically feasible. Moreover, the cooperative approach could be empathised by a
scheme where producer(s) and consumer(s) do not correspond, highlighting how the joint
solution allows the realisation of the facility. It is an option based on the possibility that in the
companies that own the PtG plant more interested in selling the product than exploit it
themselves, always or for defined time-periods.
3.1.9

Joint heat pumps for district heating purposes via Power-to-Heat

The constant increase in energy capacity based on RES in the EU and extra-EU countries
requires the energy system to become more flexible. There are many options for increasing
electricity system ﬂexibility, some of them already discussed in the previous chapters, including
increasing supply and demand ﬂexibility, developing energy storage technologies and systems
services and increasing the transmission capacity of the national grid and interconnections to
other countries. Demand ﬂexibility may be facilitated by the integration of the electricity system
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with the heating and gas systems. Such integration offers an opportunity to increase the
electricity consumption during hours of very high electricity production from variable electricity
sources by producing gas (power-to-gas, option discussed in 3.1.8) or heat (power-to-heat).
Power-to-heat, in particular, refers to heat production from electricity through heat
pumps or electric boilers, and the application of this technology (mostly) in the district
heating sector.
One obvious factor that inﬂuences the technical as well as the economic potential of power-toheat is the choice of technology. If assuming the use of heat pumps instead of electric boilers,
the heat production guaranteed will be increased by a factor of 2÷4 since a heat pump
produces 2÷4 units of heat per unit of electricity. The choice of electric boilers makes economic
sense if the unit is to be operated fairly few hours per year since the investment cost is low
compared to heat pumps. Other factors that inﬂuence the potential include access to thermal
storage and the use of waste heat from industries and waste incineration plants in the district
heat load. Access to thermal storage could increase the potential for power-to-heat
considerably depending on the size of the storage while the use of waste heat reduces the
potential. The available district heat load, especially when assuming the use of waste heat,
mainly pose a restriction to capturing negative residual loads during the summer, which is
when solar power production is high [24]. The economic viability of power-to-heat technologies
depends on the chosen technology as well as on the price of electricity (including taxes and
charges) compared to the price of the fuel that is saved.
The cooperative benefits deriving from power-to-heat can be found both in an economy
of scale when purchasing the technologies to be installed and in the optimal
exploitation of park’s existing asset (e.g. installed RES).
3.1.10 Waste heat recovery via heat pumps and/or heat exchanger
Industrial waste heat can be recovered directly (if TWH>Tuser) or indirectly (if TWH<Tuser
thus increasing temperature thanks to heat pump). Waste heat recovery is one of the most
efficient way of employing heat pump technology. In general, many processes in the food
sector and industry produce large amount of waste heat at the same time as they have large
heating demand. By recovering the waste heat and increasing the temperature to a useful
level, generally high performance and short payback can be achieved.
It is reported that when burning fuel with low moisture content such as gas, oil, and coal, most
of the heat (over 90%) can be recovered by direct heat exchange with a hot water circuit.
Differently, with wet fuels such as biomass and waste, only 80% of heat recovery from the
combustion process is possible by direct heating of water. The final 20% of heat recovery can
be achieved by a wet scrubber system that condenses the flue gases and cools them down to
less than 30°C [25]. In many processes, cooling and heating demands are individually covered
without a full production layout of heating and cooling needs. This leads to wasteful energy
flows in which hot water is cooled by chilled water to achieve the required temperature. There
are also many processes with large heating demand at high temperature (e.g., 80°C for
pasteurization) and large cooling demand at low temperature (2°C chilled water): both of which
lead to considerable waste heat at medium temperature (35 - 60°C).
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Production regimes that generate waste water at 35 to 60°C often use cooling towers to cool
this water before sending it to the sewage system: commonly, legislation limit the maximum
temperature (around 30°C) of waste water allowed to enter the sewer. The cost of running
these cooling towers can be saved by generating useful heat from the waste heat. The carbon
savings and return of investment in waste heat recovery heat pumps can be very attractive,
but all this depends on the efficiency of the heat pump and the actual need of the plant.
Heat could be recovered from multiple sources: industrial processes, electricity production
plants, hot flues, etc. The related characteristics in terms of heat vector and temperature could
be very different requiring different technologies to be recovered. While no absolute conclusion
could be drawn overlooking these aspects, the recovery of waste heat and its enhancement
could represent an added value to different companies within a park.
In particular, a cooperative approach could be identified in a shared investment in order to buy
the required heat pump/heat exchanger: to this end two or more companies would convey
their waste heat fluxes in order to enhance their temperature and successively reuse
them. A different scheme that can be envisaged is the selling of the recovered and
enhanced heat to another company in the same park, if the producer can not profitably
exploit it: different considerations have to be performed on the basis of the actual loads and
requests of the various companies in each park.

3.2

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)

Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) can play a substantial role in improving
the energy performance of companies and parks both by the implementation of effective
solutions that take advantage of the energy interactions between all the elements included in
them and by guaranteeing a deeper knowledge of the energy consumption associated to the
various processes and equipment.
The effective impact of ICTs in energy efficiency relies mainly on the implementation of an
adequate number of monitoring equipment and the subsequent utilisation of the obtained data.
With few measurement and control points, the results are generally poor. However, increasing
their number do not necessary result in the optimal impact as the exploitation of these data is
the critical part. In this sense, ICTs are not generally as expensive as the solutions presented
in the previous paragraphs but they require a more holistic and integrated approach to the
energy topic.
3.2.1

Realisation of a smart grid within the park premises

The term “smart grid” refers to a reworking of electricity infrastructures, encompassing
technology, policy, and business models, which is under way globally. Smart grids are being
pursued in order to address several challenges associated with today’s power and energy
systems, notably the following:
► Greenhouse gas emissions reduction and climate change mitigation. Fossil-fuel
power stations are responsible for about 30% of all anthropogenic carbon dioxide
emissions and about 20% of all greenhouse gas emissions; for both factors power
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generation is the single largest contributor. With smart grids, substantially higher
penetration of renewable, non-fossil-fuel generation sources is anticipated.
► Reliability issues. Especially in developed economies, transmission infrastructure is
aging and new infrastructure investment is lagging the increase in consumption and the
addition of new generation. As a consequence, grid reliability is declining. Smart grids
will bring sophisticated measurement, monitoring, and control to grid operations,
improving reliability.
► Economic savings. Utilities and service providers today often pay high prices for
electricity that is imported from grid-connected neighbours at times of shortage or
transmission congestion. Smart grids promise an ability to reduce peak demand, with
financial savings for utilities and ultimately consumers.
► Energy security. The electrification of road transportation (through electric and plugin hybrid vehicles) can reduce imports of foreign oil. Because of the impact on the grid,
however, the charging of large numbers of electric vehicles must be carefully managed
and coordinated.
Industry is the primary electricity consumer and many individual plants represent large loads.
It may seem paradoxical, then, that the industrial community is not as engaged with smart grid
developments as commercial and residential consumers. Moreover, within the framework of
Industry 4.0, an increasing number of monitoring devices are being installed in plants that
monitor different quantities, both energy related and not. With recent developments, the entry
barrier for smart grid applications is being dramatically lowered. These applications can take a
variety of forms and many facilities can take advantage of multiple ones. Some of them are
summarised below:
► Energy efficiency: improving efficiency is the “low-hanging fruit” for energy
management and is widely sought wherever energy costs are significant. Today’s
technical advances facilitate sophisticated energy conservation actions. These
advances include low-cost wireless sensors, interconnected control networks, and
asset management software. Today’s automation systems provide fully integrated
“dashboards” that can provide managers of smaller facilities their first meaningful
access to real-time data on facility operations.
► Storage: electricity supply can be variable in many respects, including availability,
price, and quality. In such cases storage can permit the partial decoupling of the
purchase or use of electricity.
► Distributed generation and cogeneration: many industrial plants generate some part
of their power requirements and often export power too. Traditionally, onsite generation
resources have been set up to take advantage of material and energy synergies with
the production process. Whereas traditional cogeneration has relied on biomass and
fossil fuels, the interest is now increasing in distributed generation with renewable
sources (wind and solar). In all these cases, the grid connection is important and
automation and control are needed. Facility operators need to know costs of utility and
site-generated power over a planning horizon and they need to be able to schedule
and control the production process and the onsite generation facility accordingly [26].
The increase of the number of factories/companies included in the Smart Grid causes a
consequent increase of its complexity, adding consumption loads, processes and production
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facilities, however it also raises the potential of such application. In this framework, all the
companies involved could benefit from the realisation of a smart grid between the park
premises, according to their assets and needs. Theoretically, such Smart Grid could also
integrate the gas and/or heating grids, unlocking ulterior potentialities towards an efficient
operation of the entire park. The realisation of a Smart Grid is a valuable tool to unlock the
optimal employment of other solutions envisaged in this report as storages, power-to-heat
options, demand response schemes, etc. Such smart grid could be initially delimited to the
industrial park, but it should aim to be integrated with the external environment as the
electric system is moving in this direction also from the commercial and residential sectors, as
exemplified in Figure 3-9. In this sense, an industrial park can be seen as a semi-closed
environment as it can be constituted by energy production facilities, thermal and electrical
loads, storages and buildings but in a future perspective, it will benefit from the integration with
other systems.

Figure 3-9: Example of Smart Grid integrating various subsystems; Source: http://comsar.com/

3.2.2

Joint purchase of monitoring equipment

Effective metering and monitoring gives owners and operators crucial information about
how their plants and buildings are performing. This can deliver substantial, almostimmediate improvements from the energy and economic point of view.
Energy metering can help in identifying cost cutting opportunities by detecting inefficiencies,
benchmarking building performance, improving load planning and energy usage and managing
demand to ensure there is minimum exposure to volatility. The ability to identify and quantify
energy use is often sufficient to guarantee energy-saving changes in practices and behaviours,
not yet considering process modifications. To push the energy awareness and competitiveness
of companies, the EU Energy Efficiency Directive required the provision of smart meters to all
customers and the creation of energy audits for businesses. As reported in Figure 3-10, the
installation of Smart Meters has proven economically cost-effective in the majority of the
countries while at the same time they guaranteed energy savings up to 5% [27].
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Figure 3-10: Benefit/Cost of smart metering over Energy Savings [%]; Source: JRC
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en

A better awareness and visibility to energy resourced data is the basis of any strategic
energy management application. The first step consists in recognise the importance of
understanding where, when and how energy is utilised and successively:
► Establish the scope of energy saving efforts
► Define key metrics
► Put the appropriate measures in place
In addition, there are direct benefits deriving from metering installation:
► Data showing how much energy is used on each of the three electrical phases
allow keeping these balanced and to reduce demand penalty charged by the electric
provider.
► Automated alerts notifying the competent manager via email or text when energy
consumption levels exceed pre-set thresholds: this may be useful if the contractual
arrangements constrain the electrical capacity by setting penalties when exceeding it.
► Providing more detailed insight into the energy consumption of each individual
equipment and/or building, if multiple energy meters are installed across the park: in
this sense, the more granular the data, the easier it is to identify individual loads that
can be managed.
► Historical sets of recorded data allow the tracking and assessment of the
effectiveness of energy saving measures.
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While all the four above listed benefits are relevant, in the framework of the cooperative
solutions fostered by S-PARCS project, the last two points are particularly pertinent. Initially,
an evaluation of the effectiveness of the chosen measures is foreseen thanks to new monitor
equipment, which will need an energy consumption evaluation and subsequently, a more
precise knowledge of the energetic consumptions of the different companies would be
required to effectively implement other cooperative solutions proposed in this report.
Moreover, a joint investment to purchase smart monitoring equipment would potentially
be more cost-effective than the same kind of investment carried out by each company,
guaranteeing at the same time benefits deriving from their standardisation. Finally, smart
monitoring equipment could refer not only to energy monitoring equipment but also other
devices, for example to fire prevention ones.
3.2.3

Demand response schemes

Demand response (DR) provides an opportunity for consumers to play a significant role in the
operation of the electric grid by reducing or shifting their electricity usage during peak
periods in response to time-based rates or other forms of financial incentives. DR
programs are being used by some electric system planners and operators as resource options
for balancing supply and demand. Such programs can lower the cost of electricity in wholesale
markets, and in turn, lead to lower retail rates. According to Sia Partners the total DR potential
in Europe amounts 52.35 GW, as shown in Figure 3-11. This figure represents 9.4% of the
peak load estimated by ENTSO-E for its 34 represented countries. The 31% of this potential
is originated in the industry and it has yet to be unlocked [28].

Figure 3-11: Total DR potential; Source: Sia Partners [28]

The theoretical basis for DR is that when a facility receives information from the electricity grid,
it can respond in one of three ways: manually, semi-automated, or fully automated. Manual
response involves at least one person orchestrating changes in energy assets in the facility;
the human-in-the-loop element prevents customers from delivering repeatable, persistent and
fast response and limits their participation in all markets because of the latency. Semiautomated response is pre-programmed in the automation system but still requires a human
to trigger the identified actions. Thus, the reliability of the response depends on the availability
of the trigger. When facilities are fully automated, automation systems receive communication
signals from the grid and trigger pre-programmed or dynamically developed sequences of
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operations. Fully automated DR is both fast and reliable, provided that the automation logic is
correctly defined.
While many companies already provide demand response services to the DSO by, e.g.,
interrupting their loads, the opportunity to be clustered both inter and intra-park to enlarge their
potential thanks to virtual aggregation can be furtherly developed.
Recent advances in smart metering technology enable bidirectional communication between
the utility operator and the end-users and facilitate the option of dynamic load adaptation.
Toward this direction, demand-response (DR) programs provide incentives to major
consumers of electricity, usually in the form of monetary rewards, to reduce their electricity
consumption in peak-demand periods. DR can take place at a very fast timescale, almost realtime, it leads to a more stable power grid system and it significantly reduces electricity
generation cost and CO2 emissions [29].
Aggregators are new entities in the electricity market that act as mediators / brokers between
users and the utility operator. Aggregators possess the technology to perform DR and are
responsible for the installation of the communication and control devices (i.e. smart meters) at
end-user premises. Since each aggregator represents a significant amount of total demand in
the DR market, it can negotiate on behalf of the end users with the operator more
efficiently. The current role of aggregators amounts to paying a monthly fee to the contracted
end-users in order to gain control of their appliances. Thus, in case of a peak-demand
emergency they can turn off the energy intensive appliances of the users for a short period.
Moreover, thanks to such virtual forms of aggregation, the possibility of operating an
internal demand response could be investigated, aiming to optimally operate the
available assets and to avoid incurring in additional charges from the electricity
supplier. This last option, aiming at maximising the efficiency and production of energy
production assets, may require a tight collaboration of the companies inside the park, which
would exchange energy according to different internal and external parameters (e.g.
energy prices, production needs, storage options, available flexibility, etc.)
3.2.4

Energy management System at industry/park level

Energy Management Systems (EMS) are computerized systems able to manage and
control the energy usage of buildings, industries, companies, factories and equipment
automatically or semi-automatically according to various control logics or developed functions.
However, the diversity of managing and controlling functions increased the complexity of EMS.
They can be clustered in Building EMS (BEMS) and Industrial/Company/Factory EMS (I/C/F
EMS).
Implementation of an energy management system (EMS) is useful to identify how the energy
consumption is distributed or consumed, as well as the energy-saving opportunities and reap
long-term benefits. The outcome of a successful EMS is not just a reduction in energy use and
cost, but also a multitude of other non-energy efficiency benefits – such as productivity, quality,
resource management, decreased liability and asset values. In fact, a recent IEA study has
shown that some non-energy-related impacts of improved energy efficiency delivered as much
as 2.5 times the value of the energy demand reduction (IEA, 2014b). Depending on the current
level of operational practices, an EMS also often has the potential to achieve considerable
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energy savings through operational change alone, rather than through capital intensive
technology changes.
Key function developments of EMS for effective energy savings, as identified by [30] are:
► For BEMS: scheduling control, tariff and load control and smart
home/environment are the three main functions for uplifting the energy saving effect.
► For I/C/F EMS, the key function is management function, which converts manufacturing
behaviour from the production-driven activity to the consumer-oriented one. The energy
savings decreased from about 19% to around 10% from 1975 to 2013. However, the
uplift of production efficiency is another achievement of energy conservation through
management function.
► The most important function of BEMS and I/C/F EMS is to create the smart home,
building and factory. By distributed sensors and controllers, the maximum energy
savings of these smart spaces could be carried out through combining the
managements of facility operation and human behaviour, or uplifting the production
efficiency.
► The smart control of EMS for HVAC system is an effective energy saving function.
Through feedback of human intention, interaction with human, combination
management of facility operation and human behaviour, the average energy savings of
reported data is about 14%.
► The most important energy saving function of EMS for motors is the specific variable
frequency control, which manages the energy usage by variable speed control.
► The key function of EMS for lighting system is optimization function, which
optimized the lighting intensity and reduced the artificial lighting system by daylight
assisted energy management. The energy savings could be above 50%, according to
the reported data.
The advantage of introducing an effective energy management system not only at company
level but also at park one is that it would tackle areas otherwise not considered and its
implementation would be straightforward to the installation of standardised energy meters in
the park, as proposed in 3.2.2.
3.2.5

Shared central servers

Many observers believe that Europe is at the beginning of a new industrial revolution,
considered to be the fourth such leap forward and hence labelled Industry 4.0. The ubiquitous
use of sensors, the expansion of wireless communication and networks, the deployment of
increasingly intelligent robots and machines, as well as increased computing power at lower
cost and the development of “big data” analytics, has the potential to transform the way goods
are manufactured in Europe. This new, digital industrial revolution holds the promise of greater
flexibility in manufacturing, mass customisation, increased speed, better quality and improved
productivity. However, to capture these benefits, enterprises will need to invest in equipment,
information and communication technologies (ICTs) and data analysis as well as the
integration of data flows throughout the global value chain [31].
In this sense, while a certain part of these equipment and technologies are company/plant
specific as they are strongly related to the production, some of them could be purchased with
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a common approach (e.g. the standard monitoring equipment and meters) and other may be
both purchased and operated in a cooperative way. A viable solution in this second framework
is represented by a central server: as mentioned the digitalisation of the industry is
generating a significant amount of data to be processed and a “central brain” is the key
part of a smart grid, as proposed in 3.2.1. To fully take advantage of this industrial revolution
or for specific manufacturing related needs, the companies may require substantially increased
computational power.
The cooperative solution envisaged consists in purchasing the above mentioned
computational power in order to serve various companies by building a centralised
server within the park, which may also facilitate the deployment of other cooperative solutions
presented in this document (e.g. smart grid, power generation utilities management, etc.). An
alternative function is to employ this central server as a tool for industrial computationalintensive purposes.

3.3

Logistics and Mobility

The solutions presented in the following paragraphs tackle the energy consumption associated
with the logistic and mobility topics of both persons and goods. Transport’s share of global
energy-related CO₂ emissions is 23% and emissions increased by 2.5% annually between
2010 and 2015 [32]. Consequentially, IEA recommends that “policies must raise the costs of
owning and operating the modes with highest GHG emissions intensity to stimulate
investments and purchases of energy-efficient and low-carbon technologies and modes. A
price on carbon is essential, and could be particularly effective in reducing GHG emissions
from shipping and aviation, sectors that are currently subject to low or no fuel taxation.
Complementary additional measures are also needed, including investments in energyefficient transport modes (such as rail and public transport), regulations mandating ambitious
vehicle efficiency improvements and measures encouraging the adoption and development of
low-carbon fuels.” In this framework, much can be done in industrial parks, where employees
are gathered and merchandise is moved frequently. Between the actions proposed in this “SPARCS solution inventory” report, some of them require the actual purchase of vehicles and/or
infrastructures, other suggest action to improve the management of existing one and finally
logistic changes are foreseen. In general, the proposed solutions act on established schemes
and routines, aiming to change them towards a more sustainable future granted by an
improved collaboration.
3.3.1

Joint mobility solutions

Theoretically, an industrial park should be located close to the main arterial roads and to the
main public transportation lines, or till its design or following its development. However, this
assumption is not always respected: it happens that, as they require major free buildable areas,
industrial parks are located in the suburbs of cities and they are not properly linked to the
residential districts.
The EC “Together towards competitive and resource-efficient urban mobility” communication
[33] aims to incentivise a sustainable urban mobility by promoting a shift towards cleaner ways
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of city travelling, including walking, cycling and using public transport. In this framework,
cooperative solutions can achieve significant results.
3.3.1.1 Joint fleet for employees to reach the park (i.e. buses)
It is a common practice for companies across Europe to organise shuttle busses for their
employees to reach the work place, as a free service to them. Thanks to this practice
employees can arrive at the company from different rendezvous points, usually selected well
connected to major public transport stations, and avoid using private vehicles. However, this
custom descends from twenty century manufacturing factories with large number of workers
and it may not be convenient/feasible/efficient for contemporary companies with few
employees.
However, a shared service engaging several companies in the same park would allow a
park fleet to operate in an efficient way. This would guarantee the transport service to their
employees, while not being a burden on the companies’ accounts nor operating in an inefficient
way. From a wider perspective, such joint service would help reducing the number of vehicles
traveling on the roads and it could raise the awareness of the employees on environmental
topics towards a more sustainable transport.
3.3.1.2 Joint car pooling
The term “carpooling” refers to the arrangement between people to make a regular journey
in a single vehicle, typically with each person taking turns to drive the others [34] or with
the passengers paying a fee to the driver to compensate vehicle expenses.
This practice, if applied to an industrial park, has the following benefits:
► Reducing the expenses for the employees
► Reducing the number of cars and vehicles on the road
► Reducing the required parking spaces
The above mentioned advantages exist if compared to a baseline of employees reaching their
work place with conventional private vehicles.
Different EU companies are currently encouraging this practice through internal carpooling
platforms and while it has a positive repercussion on the environment as it decreases the
number of vehicles circulating in the streets, from the employees point of view, it represents
primarily a mean to save (a part of) the money related to the voyages towards the work
place but also an opportunity to bond with other colleagues. Finally, from a company’s
perspective, it could represent a way for reducing the parking lots inside the factory
premises.
As this scheme is based on employees living nearby/on a convenient itinerary, extending such
initiative to several companies inside the park would give the opportunity to increase the
number of employee enrolling to such initiative, and consequently, the related benefits.
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3.3.1.3 Joint electric vehicles/ H2 based fleet
Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) both offer
convenient personal mobility with no tailpipe emissions. Their potential to reduce CO2
emissions depends on providing them with energy from a low-carbon source. In other
words, as previously mentioned, they are strongly bonded on the success of the EU energy
transition. However, they both offer interesting co-benefits for the integration of intermittent
renewable energy sources (RES) such as wind and solar power that may facilitate the
transition itself. When connected to the grid, BEVs can contribute via smart charging (load
shifting to times of high RES generation) or as short-term energy storage (vehicle-to-grid,
V2G). Moreover, H2 generation and storage infrastructure to support FCEVs is a promising
opportunity for synergy between the transportation and building sectors in renewables
integration, through grid storage and Power2Gas (i.e. blending H2 into the natural gas supply).
Currently, BEVs and FCEVs are being released to the market by nearly every EU and extraEU car manufacturer but they are generally characterised by higher capital costs when
compared to traditional fossil fuel ones.
The advantages related to the purchase of an electric/H2 company fleet are linked to various
areas:
► Economic
► Environmental
► Marketing
The economic impact is related both to a directly diminished cost for fuelling the
vehicles, especially if the electricity is produced in-loco exploiting renewable energy sources,
and potentially also to a smarter management of the park electric grid if they are integrated in
smart grid. Moreover, in various EU countries their purchase and/or operation is supported by
economic incentives.
The environmental benefit is directly linked to the fact that they are characterised by zero
tailpipe emissions, immediately decreasing pollution in high population density areas (i.e.
cities). Their global positive environmental impact is maximised in case the necessary electric
energy to fuel them is provided by RES, as previously mentioned.
Finally, as electric vehicles are not yet extremely common in many EU countries (Sweden has
the highest share of EV with 6.3% [35]), they could be marketing tool for companies to
promote their brand, especially if it can be related to environmental friendly policies.
However, as mentioned, electric and H2 vehicles are still characterised by high capital cost and
in this framework their purchase could take advantage of a cooperative solution: more than
one company would participate to acquire them and successively employ them in a joint
way. The focus in their operation could be on the activities where these vehicles perform best:
medium distance travels and high visibility occasions. This would also be a way to promote
EVs among company management operatives and employees and foster their further diffusion.
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3.3.2

Shared charging points for electric/H2 vehicles

Considering the current and foreseen uptake of electric and H2 based vehicles across Europe,
the request for charging points is increasing. At the same time, it is one of the remaining
barrier to a wider diffusion of non-fossil fuel based transportation. Moreover, one of the most
frequent paths in everyday transfers is the home-work-home route and having the opportunity
to charge the vehicle while working would represent a strong benefit for employees. Sharing
such installation would be both a way to dampen the costs and a mechanism to
integrate the vehicles in a park smart grid, allowing additional flexibility to the internal
grid. Additionally, it would be an incentive for the employee to consider the possibility of
purchasing an electric or H2 based vehicle, thus supporting the transition to such kind of
mobility.
3.3.3

Shared office buildings

The possibility of incorporating in the industrial park, especially in the case of a newly designed
one, a block dedicated to office buildings strongly depends on the manufacturing activities
related to each company and its size. However, it is not uncommon for the manufacturing
building(s) to be physically detached from the office one(s) for many different reasons
(e.g. sometimes for the well-being of employees in the case of noisy/hazardous production).
In this case, the possibility to foresee a shared building for the office may be present, which
advantages could be:
► Possibility to invest in high energy efficient spaces: the idea is that a building
dedicated to offices can benefit from consolidated and cross-cutting technologies
currently adopted in the residential buildings. Moreover thanks to the participation of
various companies, the initial investments could be more easily dealt with.
► Lowered operative costs: in this category can be included the cost related to
electricity, water, heating and cooling, internet, etc. which often present a part linked to
the consumption (which can be lowered thanks to the efficiency of the building) and a
fixed fee (which could be diminished if negotiated in a joint way). Moreover, costs
related to the administrative office and reception one could be shared.
► Increased flexibility in space utilisation: it is common in commercial office buildings
that each different company lease a floor (or more than one, or a part of it). This way,
future expansions in the number of employees could be more easily managed by the
different companies.
3.3.4

Joint logistics

The term “logistics” originates from the ancient Greek word “λόγος” (logos - ratio, word,
calculation, reason, speech, oration), and as such the word logistics has been in use for a
much longer time than the current business logistics concept as it was a part of the military
discipline having to do with procuring, maintaining and transporting material, personnel and
facilities. The modern logistics concept and practice is about providing cost and time
effective services for non-military, mainly commercial activities. This service includes the
transport of goods from one point to another, warehousing them in a suitable place, inventory,
packaging, and other administrative activities such as order processing [36].
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A cooperative approach towards logistics could take advantage of a shared warehouse to
store the goods produced by different companies. At the same time, it could store the
incoming raw materials while ready to be shipped externally and before a successive
sorting to the various companies. Such a shared area may take advantage of simpler and
more efficient standardised system, would reduce the effort committed to these
activities by the single company and common personnel could work full time in this
workplace.
Moreover, after a detailed analysis of suppliers and customers of the different companies within
the same park, actions to optimise and to exploit joint solutions with regards to the logistics
could be foreseen. The focus could be on optimally exploiting the existing lines as well as
redefining them in order to operate in a joint efficient way. The final objective could be the
reduction of number of travels via the employment of shared means of transport and/or
the above mentioned shared space. By increasing the volume of goods moved by the same
contractor it is also possible that a discount could be negotiated.

3.4

Management Actions

The solutions proposed in the following paragraphs of D1.1 “S-PARCS solution inventory”
under the title of “Managerial actions” consist mainly in new joint approaches to usual routine
and operation. These solutions generally do not necessarily require major physical installation,
even if they could be beneficial. Instead, a deep knowledge of the entire park is essential to
deploy them in the best possible way, to maximise their impact. In most of the cases, the
increase in energy efficiency is not a direct consequence of the proposed solution but it is
underlying and it consists of a more efficient use of existing assets or in further actions to be
identified and implemented, which impact could be maximised by a joint approach.
3.4.1

Common energy audits

An energy audit is the procedure by means of which it is possible to analyse the energy
balance of a system and accordingly to define possible improvements of its energy
efficiency, to achieve the mitigation of its environmental impact and to reduce energy costs.
The auditing (visually shown in Figure 3-12) procedure can generally be split in the following
steps:
►
►
►
►

Complete energy analysis of the system
Identification of energy waste
Definition of the retrofitting plan needed to obtain a reduction of energy consumptions
Implementation of a systematic plan for the development of energy saving projects and
monitoring of the results
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Figure 3-12: Energy audit procedure; Source: http://www.bmtg.ir/

The European Standard EN-16247-1:2012 Energy Audits – General Requirements defines the
attributes of a good quality energy audit. This European Standard applies to commercial,
industrial, residential, and public-sector organisations. It specifies the requirements, common
methodology and deliverables for energy audits for each Member State. It does not deal with
the energy audit scheme properties such as scheme administration, training of energy
auditors, quality control issues or energy auditor’s tools, because each Member State is
responsible for that. This Standard covers the general requirements common to all energy
audits, and can be applied alone or in conjunction with an international management standard
from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 50001 – Energy management).
The ISO 50001 supports to use energy more efficiently through the development of an energy
management system. It is possible to obtain a certification to ISO 50001 but it is not obligatory.
Some organizations decide to implement it solely due to the benefits the standard provides.
The part 3 of this standard is related to processes, applying also in the industry sector.
The objectives of an energy audit can vary from one plant to another. However, an energy
audit is usually conducted to understand how energy is used within the plant and to find
opportunities for improvement and energy saving. Sometimes, energy audits are conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of an energy efficiency project or program. The type of industrial
energy audit conducted depends on the function, size, and type of the industry, the depth to
which the audit is needed, and the potential and magnitude of energy savings and cost
reduction desired.
While for large enterprises energy audits are compulsory following EU Energy Efficiency
Directive [37], the exact definition of a 'large' enterprise differs from country to country. For the
present reason, some companies being part of the parks participating to S-PARCS project
reported to have never conducted an audit. When not being incentivised (or obliged), the
companies are not reluctant to this practice. However, the reasons for never having performed
one are various, but they reported it was mainly due to lack of staff and/or resources.
In this framework, a joint procedure for auditing could help as it would decrease the effort
for a single company while increasing the opportunity for effective energy measures.
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As a matter of fact, a single auditor performing the activities would be prone to offer a discount
and, particularly relevant within S-PARCS project, would gain a deeper knowledge of the entire
park, thus being able to provide holistic instruments and to suggest cooperative and/or multicompany solutions, maximising the impact of the audit.
3.4.2

Joint use of Combined Heat and Power (CHP)

Cogeneration is the simultaneous production of electricity and useful heat, as summarised in
Figure 3-13. In a regular power plant, the heat produced in the generation of electricity is lost,
often through the chimneys. But in a cogeneration plant it is recovered for use in homes,
businesses, and industry. Cogeneration plants can achieve energy efficiency levels of
around 90%. Increased cogeneration could lower greenhouse gas emissions by up to
250 million tonnes by 2020 [38].

Figure 3-13: Cogeneration principle; Source: http://northernutilities.co.uk/

CHP offers a series of advantages when compared to conventional electricity and thermal
energy production:
► Efficiency benefits: as mentioned, energy efficiency of such systems can reach 90%.
Moreover, by producing electricity on-site they avoid distribution and transmission
losses.
► Environmental benefits: by employing heat that in conventional power plant would be
discharged in the environment they both avoid the introduction in the environment of
such waste heat and they guarantee that a diminished amount of fuel is combusted.
► Economic benefits: a CHP plant should reduce the energy costs borne by the owner
as it achieve a higher efficiency. It also reduce the exposure to electricity rate increases
as the amount of electricity purchased by the grid is diminished and it can be configured
to operate on a variety of fuel types. The economic benefits of any CHP project are
dependent on electricity rates, system design, equipment cost and CHP operating
practices. The value of the benefits will depend on the needs and goals of the investor.
► Reliability benefits: In addition to reducing operating costs, CHP systems can be
designed to continue operating in the event of grid outages to supply continuous power
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for critical functions. Considering that the connection to the main grid would not be
eliminated, this could represent an increase in the reliability.
The joint use of a CHP plant could bring substantial advantages in a cooperative scheme, both
of existing plants inside the park and of newly designed ones. One of the main boundary
condition in the design of such plants is that to be as efficient as they have the potential to be,
the investor needs to effectively exploit the entire amount of both electricity and heat they
produce. The most common solutions to such problem are a careful sizing of the plant or the
scheme consisting in selling electricity to the grid or not exploiting the heat, according to the
most convenient option or to process requirements: a cooperative approach could enhance
both these solutions.
Even though this solution could have been included – without error – among the technical
solutions (i.e. in Section 3.1), the choice to include it as a chapter of the Management Actions
has been driven by two factors. Firstly, the intrinsic difficulty to proceed with the sizing of the
CHP, which is not driven by purely technical consideration, and secondly the possibility to
adapt such scheme to existing utilities and therefore guaranteeing an increased efficiency of
the system.
When choosing the appropriate size of the plant to be built the options are essentially two:
► Satisfy the peak (electrical) demand
► Operate the plant at design point for as much time as possible
Both options have advantages and disadvantages: in the first case the plant would run for a
certain amount of time at off-design regimes reducing its efficiency but the company investing
in it could be independent from the external grid, in the second case the opposite as the CHP
would be mainly operated at its maximum efficiency but a certain amount of energy has to be
purchased (typically at high price in peak hours). The ideal case of a plant that operates at
maximum efficiency and able to cover the needs of the company is possible but not so
common.
In this sense, CHP plants could be optimally operated and their performances enhanced
by a cooperative approach: as the efficiency of plants is higher when functioning according
to design point, their operation should take into account the eventuality of serving more than
one company with electricity and/or heat energy. Instead of following one’s company load,
the power plant would operate at its design point, with the surplus of electricity/heat produced
to be shared within the park premises and the companies benefitting from this energy would
economically reward the producer. If appropriately planned this scheme would both allow an
environmental benefit and an economical one to all the involved parties, as well as extend the
lifetime of the plant.
The previous solution can be applied to existing CHP, the same scheme could be exploited in
the design phase of new plants by considering more than one company and assessing the
electrical and heat demands of multiple companies, as already mentioned in the specific case
of a biomass CHP in 3.1.1.1.
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3.4.3

Joint energy manager

The role of an Energy Manager involves facilitating energy conservation by identifying
and implementing various options for saving energy, leading awareness programs, and
monitoring energy consumption. As such, energy managers play a critical role in the
successful implementation of energy conservation and demand management programs within
the industry. Their duties revolve around the identification, reporting and implementation of
energy savings opportunities.
In some countries, the presence of an energy manager is mandatory for large industrial
consumers (e.g. Italy, threshold set at 10,000 toe/year) but optional for smaller ones. While it
is not easy to scientifically prove the beneficial impact of such figures on the companies’
savings, a continuous analysis of energy usage increases the energy sensitivity in the plants.
Beside the regulatory restrictions, in a large company the effort for an energy manager justifies
his full-time hiring. In smaller companies this assumption may not be true.
In this framework, an interesting compromise could be the hiring of a single person
performing activities on multiple companies, thus enlarging his/her possibility to
suggest solutions for energy savings, potentially with a special focus on cooperative ones,
thanks to the knowledge of the various companies in the park. A different shade of the same
solution is to include in the park management such figure with the responsibility for both
common areas inside the park and smaller companies do not employ their own energy
manager.
3.4.4

Clustering of common processes

Depending on the sectors covered by the different companies in a single park, the possibility
of clustering some common process could be envisaged. To allow the clustering of a single
process between different companies, the process should:
► Not require specialised machineries
► Not be heavily integrated in the manufacturing line
► Not be continuous
An example could be the packaging of non-mass produced object: it is a procedure not
standardised which usually require human intervention and a dedicated area in the plant and
it could also be performed by shared personnel.
Another example of process that could be clustered in a single area is the final assembly of
non-standard objects. This operation may not require highly specialised machineries and it is
not necessarily strongly integrated in the overall process.
The cooperative approach proposed in this report is to dedicate a common area in the
park to perform such processes for multiple companies. The objectives are a better
employment of spaces and the saturation of the activities in such area, which would not
be possible otherwise due to the discontinue nature of such processes.
On the other hand, specialised but common maintenance operations could be clustered in the
same area: examples could be the mechanical workshop (tool sharpening and small object
manufacturing) or a garage for repairing and charging forklift trucks and/or other vehicles.
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3.4.5

Common design of energy efficient buildings

An industrial building is any structure that is used to store raw materials, house a manufacturing
process, or store the furnished goods from a manufacturing process. Industrial buildings can
range from the simplest warehouse type structure to highly sophisticated structures integrated
with a manufacturing system. Moreover, in the current manufacturing plants, more space is
dedicated to offices as the often the automation of processes requires less employees directly
in the production area.
In the early stages of the design of an industrial park, the objective could be of having a
common design for different buildings according to the boundary conditions. If so,
firstly, the related costs could be lower but, more important this would allow:
► Standardisation of maintenance operations: if, for example, the electric network, the
HVAC system, etc. follow a common architecture, the maintenance within the same
park could be performed by common trained operators and it would reduce the needed
costs and time.
► Further improvement: every successive improvement to commonly designed features
would be high replicable, guaranteeing lowered cost both for the engineering and the
deployment phase.
In a later phase, common interventions to improve the overall energy efficiency of industrial
buildings are linked to thermal insulation, HVAC performance improvement, network
refurbishment (electric, compressed air, etc.), lighting shift to more efficient systems, etc.
3.4.6

Matching companies according to energy/material demand and production

In the framework of both industrial symbiosis schemes (as detailed in 3.4.8) for the exploitation
of waste heat and/or industrial by-products and internal exchange of energy (e.g. 3.2.3 and/or
3.4.2) the park planning could be optimised both in the initial phase of the industrial
park development and in case of later expansion/modification.
In the first case, the entire park would be designed according to such principles, also
considering the possibility of implementing some of the solutions outlined in this report (e.g.
storages, joint CHP plant, RES installation, mobility solutions, etc.) and all the ancillary services
would be designed accordingly. In the latter, both when considering new expansion or the
replacement of companies leaving the park, an analysis of the characteristics of the vacant lot
with a dedicated focus in terms of energy fluxes available would be performed, prioritising in a
hypothetical call for bids companies satisfying such requisites, for their benefit and park’s one.
3.4.7

Joint emergency plan of the area

Taking care of the safety systems belongs to the daily work of a company or institution.
Working consciously in advance on matters of safety instead of learning afterwards
from accidents that have occurred can be considered as important as the actual
production and other activities carried out on site.
As CPFA-E 3 states in its guidelines [39] “Emergency Plan is a document that can be used as
a part of the business continuity plan. When planning, the organisation needs to decide the

3

Confederation of Fire Protection Associations in Europe (CFPA E)
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order of priority of the accidental situations to be handled. The emergency plan will advise on
how to act if a fire or another accident has taken place. In the plan, all possible internal and
external risks should be considered. Assistance from external bodies, such as the fire brigade,
police and neighbours, should also be discussed.”
The diverse nature of industries implies that the system developed by one facility to manage
an emergency may not be appropriate for another facility. Even the basic definition of an
emergency situation may differ from facility to facility. The level of detail necessary in the
emergency plan and the degree of documentation may also vary between facilities. The key
requirement for any facility aiming to prepare an emergency plan is that the plan is fit for the
purpose. It should be sufficiently comprehensive to cover the full range of activities at the
facility (including non-routine activities such as maintenance or construction) that could result
in an emergency situation; and should be relevant, realistic and sufficiently clear to be
understood by all users and reviewers of the plan. In order to achieve this outcome, an
emergency plan should be tailored for the facility to which applies. A less hazardous facility
may require a simple emergency plan, while a complex or more hazardous industry may
require a more detailed and extensive plan, involving more people and organisations in the
development and consultation phases of the plan.
However, as the CPFA-E states, the neighbouring facilities should be considered: in this sense,
a holistic emergency plan could be drafted in the park, allowing not only the possibility
to better respond in case of emergency but also to foresee and to design more efficient
plans and equipment that might improve some practices and related environmental
performances. Examples could be the joint refurbishment of the fire prevention system,
typically mandatory for every kind of company, or the establishment of standardised measures
and systems to face the most common risks.
3.4.8

Exploitation of one plant’s by-product(s) in other plant(s) – Industrial symbiosis

In a very concise way, “industrial symbiosis is an association between two or more
industrial facilities or companies in which the wastes or by-products of one become the
raw materials for another”. The principle behind industrial symbiosis is quite simple; instead
of being thrown away or destroyed, surplus resources generated by an industrial process are
captured then redirected for use as a ‘new’ input into another process by one or more other
companies, providing a mutual benefit or symbiosis. As in the natural world, this type of
industrial synergy brings advantages to both parties, and is usually done for both commercial
and environmental reasons. Industrial symbiosis involves a collective approach to competitive
advantage through the physical exchange of materials, energy, water and/or by-products [40].
Many successful examples of this kind of approach can be found worldwide: a notable one is
Kalundborg (Denmark) district which dates back to 1961 and the symbiosis is based on publicprivate partnerships, with exchanges of energy, water and materials in closed loops: just a part
of it, as an example, consists in the nitrogen producer that captures steam and CO2 generated
as by-products of its manufacturing process and then channels the stream to power a nearby
vegetable plant and the CO2 is reassigned and used to support the growth of fruits and
vegetables within the plant [41]: in Figure 3-14 is shown the interaction that involves many
plants and many different resources.
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Figure 3-14: Kalundborg district, example of industrial symbiosis; Source: www.symbiosis.dk

The spectrum of by-product can be considered as wide as wanted: from chemicals, to water
to fuels or unpackaged waste of various nature. The first step to implement industrial symbiosis
solutions is to map the needs of the different companies inside the park and their by-products,
successively a matching should be searched. There are many different combination of
producer/receiver that could be explored based on the nature of the by-product, its value, etc.
The exchange could be free of charges, the receiver could pay the infrastructure needed for
receiving it, the producer could pay to dispose the product as it is assimilated to a waste, etc.
It is clear that the convenience is to be searched in the different value for the same product to
different companies inside a park. The characteristics and advantages linked to symbiosis
schemes can strongly vary as well as the cost related to its realisation.
Examples related to this practice are reported in the Annex II: Excel file library of industrial
symbiosis realised in the framework of Maestri project (https://maestri-spire.eu/). Two
interesting examples, to exhibit the wide range of different possibility are mentioned in this
paragraph:
► Acetone exchange between a gem manufacturer and a plastic producer (USA): the
product was disposed by the first company, which used to consider it a waste and paid
for its discharge. On the other hand, a plastic manufacturer bought it from an external
supplier. The joint solution guaranteed a savings for both the involved companies. [42]
► CO2 exchange between biogas producer and soft drink producer (UK): CO2, which is
a by-product of the biogas production, is sold to a soft drink producer, which uses it to
obtain sparkling beverages. [43]
Differently from various previously mentioned possibilities, in this case there is no special
application of the cooperative approach to a standard solution as the solution itself is
cooperative in its own nature.
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3.4.9

Joint waste management and disposal

Directive 2006/12/EC [44] of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2006 on
waste establishes the legislative framework for the handling of waste in the Community. It
defines key concepts such as waste, recovery and disposal and puts in place the essential
requirements for the management of waste, notably an obligation for an establishment or
undertaking carrying out waste management operations to have a permit or to be registered
and an obligation for the Member States to draw up waste management plans. It also
establishes major principles such as an obligation to handle waste in a way that does
not have a negative impact on the environment or human health, an encouragement to
apply the waste hierarchy and, in accordance with the polluter-pays principle, a requirement
that the costs of disposing of waste must be borne by the holder of waste, by previous holders
or by the producers of the product from which the waste came. Following the EU Parliament
definition, “‘waste’ means any substance or object which the holder discards or intends or is
required to discard” [45].
The following waste hierarchy shall apply as a priority order in waste prevention and
management legislation and policy:
►
►
►
►
►

Prevention
Preparing for re-use
Recycling
Other recovery (e.g. energy recovery)
Disposal

At least from the third point of this numbered list, from an industrial point of view, it is necessary
a sorting of the waste and the following displacement. While the first operation is often done
internally, increasingly engaging the personnel thanks to years of awareness campaigns on
the topic, the second one is often carried out by third parties specialised in waste management.
These services related to waste management, for disposal and/or recycling are paid by
the companies and a simple solution to allow the different plants inside the same park
to save money is to organise a joint service for waste disposal. Instead of each different
company disposing its own waste according to a different contractor, a joint solution could be
both appropriate from an economic point of view and from an environmental one, optimising
the logistic of waste management. An optimised logistic, both internal and external, would imply
diminished efforts and also a more efficient use of energy.
Moreover, this kind of solution may have an ulterior positive effect increasing the awareness
of both the companies and their personnel through holistic environmental campaigns,
promoting an increased share of separate collection. This would allow the amount of waste
produced in the industrial parks to be disposed to be reduced, guaranteeing an ulterior
environmental benefit.
3.4.10 Joint organic waste treatment energy valorisation (via biogas or waste
incineration)
A special attention can be devoted to the treatment of organic waste produced within a
company/park for energetic purposes. In the previously presented waste hierarchy, it is part of
the fourth bullet “Other recovery”: the use of biomasses to produce energy has become
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attractive worldwide as it address both the energetic and the waste disposal problem,
providing a sustainable source of energy.
It is recognised that biodegradable waste can be feedstock to produce useful energy, leading
to waste minimisation at the same time. Therefore, waste treatment plants to produce biofuel
and electricity are common in many countries. Anaerobic digestion (AD) of organic waste has
advanced in Europe due to European regulatory pressures on waste disposal (EU landfill
directive 2008).
Anaerobic digestion (AD) is one of the preferred technologies for treating organic waste for the
production of biogas and methane, which can be used as alternative fuel to liquid petroleum
gas (LPG) and natural gas. The residue, after completion of the AD process, is a stabilized
organic material that can be applied directly on agricultural land (without any maturing) as a
bio-fertilizer, and thereby can replace artificial/mineral fertilizers and offer the possibility for
recycling of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus). Thus, AD of bio waste combines the energy
production with environmental benefits.
The anaerobic digestion process has four main stages: pre-treatment, waste digestion, gas
recovery and residue treatment. Pre-treatment of waste is very necessary to obtain
homogeneous feedstock. The pre-processing involves separation of non-digestible materials
and shredding [46].
Initially the feedstock to the digesters is received in a primary pit or liquid storage tank. From
here it is loaded into the digester by various different means depending upon the constitution
of waste materials. In the digestion tanks a series of biological processes are harnessed in
order to produce biogas. Hydrolysis is the process where the organic material is solubilised
into the digestion liquid. It then undergoes the intermediate steps of acidogenesis and
acetogenesis which create the precursor molecules for methanogenesis. Methanogens feed
off these precursors and produce methane as a cellular waste product. The biogas containing
this biologically-derived methane is contained and captured in a gas storage tank which is
located separately to the main digester, or alternatively can form its roof. The gas storage tank
acts as a buffer in order to balance fluctuations in the production of gas in the digesters. The
biogas is then converted into renewable power in the form of electricity and heat, as
summarised in Figure 3-15 [47].
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Figure 3-15: Basic biogas system; Source: American Biogas Council
https://www.americanbiogascouncil.org/

Similarly in its objectives, the incineration of organic waste assure the production of electricity
(and heat) while reducing the amount of waste to be disposed in landfills. Basically, waste
incineration is the oxidation of the combustible materials contained in the waste. Waste is
generally a highly heterogeneous material, consisting essentially of organic substances,
minerals, metals and water. During incineration, flue-gases are created that will contain the
majority of the available fuel energy as heat. The organic substances in the waste will burn
when they have reached the necessary ignition temperature and come into contact with
oxygen. The actual combustion process takes place in the gas phase in fractions of seconds
and simultaneously releases energy.
The incineration sector has undergone rapid
technological development over the last 10 to 15 years. Much of this change has been driven
by legislation specific to the industry and this has, in particular, reduced emissions to air from
individual installations. Continual process development is ongoing, with the sector now
developing techniques which limit costs, whilst maintaining or improving environmental
performance [48].
While the anaerobic digestion and incineration plants present the benefits mentioned above,
they require expertise to be operated and space to be built. The advantages related to the
realisation of a biogas or incineration plant within the park premises are the following:
►
►
►
►

Addressing the waste issue of different companies
Generation of electricity to be internally exploited or sold
Generation of heat power
Source of income if receiving waste from neighbouring municipalities

While the first three points have been discussed above, the last one is yet to be explained:
these plants have the peculiarity of carrying out the double role of power generation plants and
waste management facilities. From the power generation point of view, this coincide to having
a negative price for fuel. Consequentially if the biogas/incinerator plant has the capability to
accept not only the waste directly produced within the park premises but also from
neighbouring communities, generating therefore an ulterior source of income.
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The cooperative solution envisaged in this framework is linked to the use of common space
to install the plant, a shared investment to realise it and the cooperative management
of organic waste to be fed to it. The advantages are related to a shared (and diminished)
investment risk for the realisation of the plant and the possibility to realise a bigger and
more efficient plant for the production of green energy in the park, other than a joint operation
of it.
3.4.11 Joint sewage water treatment and valorisation
The principal objective of wastewater treatment is generally to allow human and
industrial effluents to be disposed of without danger to human health or unacceptable
damage to the natural environment. Conventional wastewater treatment consists of a
combination of physical, chemical, and biological processes and operations to remove solids,
organic matter and, sometimes, nutrients from wastewater. General terms used to describe
different degrees of treatment, in order of increasing treatment level, are preliminary, primary,
secondary, and tertiary and/or advanced wastewater treatment [49].
Primary treatment of wastewater involves sedimentation of solid waste within the water. This
is done after filtering out larger contaminants within the water. Wastewater is passed through
several tanks and filters that separate water from contaminants. The resulting “sludge” is then
fed into a digester, in which further processing takes place. Secondary treatment of wastewater
makes use of oxidation to further purify wastewater. The third and last step in the basic
wastewater management system is mostly comprised of removing phosphates and nitrates
from the water supply. Substances like activates carbon and sand are among the most
commonly used materials that assist in this process. Wastewater treatment, especially in the
industrial case, may entail more than these three basic steps, but they are the basis of how
traditional wastewater treatment facilities operate [50].
A viable example of how a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP), shown in Figure 3-16, can be
realised and operate in a cooperative way is represented by Consorzio Cuoio-Depur S.p.A,
which is a partner of S-PARCS project. The equipment and facilities fully belong to the
municipality of San Miniato (Pisa) and the consortium Cuoio-Depur Spa has in concession
from the municipality the plant management and operation. The Common Effluent Treatment
Plant (CETP) receives the waste waters of about 115 factories (80 tanneries and 35 allied
industries) of the industrial district and most of the tanneries are directly connected to the CETP
by the industrial sewer.
The Cuoiodepur WWTP treats vegetable tanning wastewater from the tanneries located in the
southern part of the district (mainly located near San Miniato and Montopoli Val d’Arno), but
also treats the municipal wastewater of the area surrounding San Romano, San Donato, San
Miniato Basso and Ponte a Egola. The size of the plant is significant from the point of view of
both organic load and the influent flow (850,000 inhabitants equivalent (I.E.), 130 g chemical
oxygen demand (COD) I.E./day). In 2016, Cuoiodepur treated 1.6 million m3/year of tannery
wastewater and 1.3 million m3/year of municipality wastewater.
Such centralised WWTP allow multiple industries to treat their wastewater in a more
efficient way and to delegate it to a third company, reducing the complexity for each single
company. The possibility of integrating not only the industrial sector but also the municipality
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is link to the peculiarity of the treated substances, but it has the consequence of strengthening
the bond of a deeply-rooted manufacturing sector with the local community. Moreover, a
cooperative approach can assure a reduction of the investment required for each single
company for the realisation and/or the upgrade of the WWTP.

Figure 3-16: Cuoio-Depur joint wastewater treatment plant; Source: Cuoio-Depur S.p.A.

3.4.11.1 Biogas production in wastewater treatment plants
In the framework of the wastewater treatment, it worth focusing on anaerobic digestion (AD)
as it is a proven technology for sewage sludge treatment and which allows generation of
renewable energy from the same process. During AD, microorganisms break down the
organic matter contained in the sludge and convert it into biogas, a mixture of mainly
methane and carbon dioxide, which can be used for electricity, heat and biofuel
production. At the same time, the sludge is stabilised and its dry matter content is reduced. It
is not the only option but the benefits of anaerobic digestion of sewage sludge are widely
recognised and the technology is well established in many countries (more detail on the
anaerobic digestion process can be found in 3.4.10).
The biogas part of a WWTP comprises a series of steps, in short, starting with sewage sludge
pre-treatment, followed by the AD process and biogas production, and ending with posttreatment of the digested sludge and the gas, as schematised in Figure 3-17.
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Figure 3-17: WWTP processes

Different options for biogas conversion exist, namely conversion to heat, power and biofuel. In
function of plant size and energy utilisation, one option may be more beneficial than another.
The benefit deriving from the joint approach in the biogas framework are similar to those
mentioned for the overall WWTP, namely higher efficiency, diminished investments for
each company, etc.

3.5

Contractual instruments

The last set of solutions proposed in the framework of the S-PARCS inventory has, as the
common denominator, the characteristic of being based on the possibility for multiple
companies to achieve better results from the economic point of view by presenting themselves
together to a service provider. The energy efficiency related to such solutions is not as clear
as in other options presented before but the joint approach is emphasised. Moreover, another
characteristic of these solutions is of being generally easily and swiftly deployable, so they
could represent an instrument to enhance the cooperation between companies towards more
difficult ones.
3.5.1

Joint purchase of electricity

The purchase of electric energy represent a major voice of cost for the EU industries
and any reduction of its cost would increase the competitiveness of the companies.
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The habitual approach in this framework consists in each company getting in touch with
multiple energy retailers and then identifying the most convenient one according to their needs,
sometimes leveraging the experience of an external consultant.
However, successfully examples, as the one reported by the S-PARCS partner Foundry
Association of Basque Country and Navarra (AFV), demonstrate how joint contracting of
energy could result in a significant benefit for all the industrial parties involved.
The scheme exploited by AFV consists in the entire group of companies individually contacting
different suppliers and asking them a quote for the expected services. Then, the most
convenient one for the entire group is identified by operating a simple sum of the offers
received. To this stage, no joint solution has yet been deployed.
The successive step consists in proposing the identified supplier the purchase of its services
by the entire group in exchange for a discounted rate. Crucial point is to obtain a discount
sufficient to pay the companies in the group the difference between the best offer they received
and the one received from the most convenient retailer for the entire group. In case this
condition is met all companies would be satisfied: however, the Spanish example showed that
it is possible to obtain a discount rate greater than the minimum one, and consequentially
sharing the benefit between all companies involved. Deploying this kind of solution, each
company has its own contract not binding the entire group, and it is able to obtain a discount
on the best price received from the different suppliers. This solution has been proposed for the
electric energy as it is a liberalised market in many EU countries [51] and the companies are
used to negotiate its price, being at the same time pretty easy to switch from one supplier to
another.
This best practice example is one approach that can be assessed to purchase electricity in a
collaborative way and it encountered a favourable feedback among the industrial partners
participating in S-PARCS project. A different approach that can be envisaged consists in
directly contacting the energy retailers as a cluster of companies willing to subscribe
one single contract or multiple ones. The upside of this second solution is that it could be
easier and faster to be deployed, however the downsides are represented by the fact that the
energy retailer may not (by its choice of regulatory restrictions) subscribe a single contract for
the amount of electric energy requested and/or that it could bind the companies between them.
3.5.2

Joint purchase of energy carriers (gas/fuel/wood)

Often, the most important expense for the companies related to energy is represented by
electric one, however other energy carriers are commonly employed in many industrial sectors,
for process purposes and/or to address other needs (e.g. company car fleet) mainly natural
gas, fuel and wood.
The possibility of jointly purchasing energy carriers as fuel, gas, wood, wood pellets
can be investigated and different schemes envisaged if within the park premises it is
available an area dedicated to their warehousing or not. If a direct connection exists from the
retailer to the end user (e.g. for natural gas), a scheme analogue to the one presented with
regards to electric energy (3.5.1) can be foreseen.
The joint purchase of energy carriers can provide an economical advantage for the involved
companies as the purchase of a larger amount of the energy carrier can result in a
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diminished price per unit, following the principle of economy of scale. Possible regulatory
restrictions should not be neglected when considering the storage and distribution area
involved (i.e. hazardous/inflammable material handling). Besides, there are different solutions
that can be foreseen in this framework:
► The park purchasing and storing the energy carrier and then redistributing it to the
companies
► The companies themselves jointly purchasing it and storing in a common area
► The companies themselves jointly purchasing it but individually storing it between their
premises
► The companies/park negotiating a discount in exchange of an exclusivity agreement
Considering the first solution, the entity that represents the park would contact the retailer and
negotiate the price and amount of product to be purchased. It would then store it and
redistribute to the different companies. The price regulating this second exchange has to be
competitive with regards to the not-cooperative one but it would also pay for the service yielded
to the companies (capital investment, negotiation phase and storage).
The second and third ones require the companies (or a third party) to directly negotiate with
the retailers, just presenting themselves as a unique entity willing to buy the energy carrier and
subsequently storing it or in a shared space or inside the premises of each company.
The latter option envisaged consists in not changing habitual supplying schemes but
negotiating a discount based on the agreement that an increased number of companies would
purchase the energy carrier from the same retailer. This last solution do not require any
warehousing space, leveraging on the assumption that different companies could switch
supplier if economically incentivized and the supplier would be prone to grant the discount in
exchange of and increased turnover. In this sense, it is the more similar to above presented
joint purchase of electricity.
3.5.3

Joint purchase of raw materials

Similarly to the purchase of energy carriers, the joint purchase of raw material could result
in a discount from the suppliers based on the economy of scale principle and a
simplification in the logistic.
The main differences are linked to the fact that while warehousing should be already planned
by each company in its premises, this solution is appropriate only if several companies employ
the same raw materials. Moreover, this option is appropriate in case that the companies to be
involved in such agreement are not direct competitor, otherwise they may be reluctant to share
raw material price and/or supplier. A fair example of applicability of the proposed solution can
be found when referring to plastic object producers: it is possible they share the same raw
materials (or one supplier can provide multiple ones) and the plastic objects realised at the end
of each process could be totally different between them, not getting companies in concurrence
between them.
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3.5.4

Joint insurance provider

Corporations in every industry, from the oil and gas industry to manufacturing, energy,
telecomm and other technology sectors face specialized risks that are peculiar to their work
environment and the materials they handle. To cover these risks, manufacturing and
production companies need industrial insurance risk protection.
Insurance cover primarily two kind of risks: those related to employees health and those more
related to industrial activities.
Worker insurance is a policy that covers an employee in case they suffer from a work-related
injury that prevents them from working and earning income. The specific coverage plan facing
each company needs will depend upon a range of factors, such as the materials it handles,
risks in the work environment, risks to customers, and the size of its workforce.
Generally, an organization may need some combination of: general liability (bodily injury and
property damage claims by non-staff visitors and customers), property insurance (damage to
the building and grounds from a range of causes, including fire and severe weather),
equipment breakdown insurance (protects the company from potential breakdown of electrical
infrastructure and key pieces of business equipment that the company relies on for
productivity), business interruption insurance (loss of income due to causes such as fire that
require business downtime), product liability (claims against your company due to injury or
illness related to the use of your products) and commercial vehicle insurance [52].
While it is clear that the specific needs of each company in the same park can be extremely
different according to their production, products and size, a scheme similar to the one
envisaged for the electricity supply, consisting in a negotiation phase with different
provider as a cluster of company, could be effective in obtaining competitive prices for
the different companies involved.
Even though this kind of contractual instrument does not provide direct energy related
improvement it has been included in this list as the scheme is similar to other ones and it would
strengthen the collaboration between companies. This easy to implement solution might
therefore pave the way to more complex ones with direct energy efficiency goals.
3.5.5

Joint ancillary services providers

In the framework of the term “ancillary service” it can be assimilate any service that it may
not be directly integrate in the production activities but it is nevertheless necessary for
the normal course of company’s activities. Some examples are:
► Surveillance service
► General building maintenance (e.g. lamps/windows replacing etc.)
► Specialised maintenance (e.g. boiler operators, electricians, etc.)
Every company usually have some personnel dedicated to these activities and/or they are
subcontracted to specialised supplier. It is not uncommon that the surveillance services are
subcontracted to the same society for the entire park, on the other side, the maintenance is
often organised differently.
In case of full-time/part-time staff hired directly by one or more companies, it can be analysed
how effectively it is employed (downtime analysis) and evaluate whether cooperative solutions
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such as multiple companies employment or operating in-park subcontracting could be
viable options. Differently, if the activities are already subcontracted, an analysis of the
possibility of hiring dedicated staff or proposing more convenient cooperative arrangements
could be assessed. Moreover, a potential benefit could derive from a further
standardisation of procedures and equipment in this framework due to a multi-company
vision.
3.5.6

Creation of a park ESCO

There is an increased interest in the provision of energy services to achieve energy and
environmental goals. In particular companies providing energy services to final energy users,
including the supply and installations of energy efficient equipment, and/or the refurbishment
of the building, have started to operate on the European market. Energy service companies
(ESCOs) develop, design, build, and fund projects that save energy, reduce energy
costs, and decrease operations and maintenance costs at their customers' facilities. In
general, ESCOs act as project developers for a comprehensive range of energy conservation
measures and assume the technical and performance risks associated with a project. ESCOs
are distinguished from other firms that offer energy-efficiency improvements in that they use
the performance-based contracting methodology. When an ESCO implements a project, the
company's compensation is directly linked to the actual energy cost savings [53].
Therefore ESCOs accept some degree of risk for the achievement of improved energy
efficiency in a user’s facility and have their payment for the services delivered based (either in
whole or at least in part) on the achievement of those energy efficiency improvements. The
three main characteristics of an ESCO are:
► Guaranteeing energy savings and/or provision of the same level of energy service at
lower cost. A performance guarantee can take several forms. It can revolve around the
actual flow of energy savings from a project, can stipulate that the energy savings will
be sufficient to repay monthly debt service costs, or that the same level of energy
service is provided for less money.
► The remuneration of ESCOs is directly tied to the energy savings achieved.
► ESCOs can finance, or assist in arranging financing for the operation of an energy
system by providing a savings guarantee [54]
A joint ESCO could be created involving the different companies in the park, in order to
exploit the assets already existing in the parks’ premises or to finance energy efficiency
intervention inside the park.
In the first case, as an ESCO, it would offer services to a neighbouring community (e.g. district
heating from waste heat), to the national grid (e.g. flexibility) or to other companies in the park
(e.g. internal management of heat/electricity) exploiting multiple companies’ facilities and
expertise (RES installations, waste heat recovery devices, etc.). In the second case, it could
act as the company financing different interventions for the park’s sake: in this framework it
could be the legal basis for shared/joint form of investment. Such company, for example, could
be chaired by the park energy manager if appointed.
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4 Conclusions
The list of energy cooperation/services solutions qualified for mutual procurement and
utilisation presented in this report of the S-PARCS project tackle a wide range of energy-related
topics. Some of them propose approaches and options to directly reduce the energy
consumption and/or the related costs, others aim at making the park more competitive and
attractive to companies and to employees, always leveraging a joint effort towards these
results.
Table 4-1 gives a summary of the solutions presented in this report, with the addition of some
attributes and benchmarks: considering that each solution could have a different impact and
requires a different effort considering boundary conditions, the assigned qualitative
benchmarks (H/M/L) only reflect previous experiences and/or general considerations, not
being based on actual calculations and assessments. The reason, as anticipated in the
introduction, has to be searched in the in willingness to avoid misleading and/or easily
contestable parameters deriving from neglecting the company/park specificity and different
characteristics. Consequently, the aim of this report is to generate interest in cooperative
solutions and approaches while avoiding definitive assessments on the technical, financial,
environmental parts, not being based (at this stage) on a deeper and particular analysis of
specific test-cases.
The present list has been created thanks to the input from both the research partners and the
industrial ones, taking into account the problems, wishes and needs of the S-PARCS
consortium as well as possible solutions to tackle them: the wide range of sectors covered by
the different park assured a holistic perspective in this framework. This “S-PARCS solution
inventory” is intended to present various possible solutions to be analysed and eventually
deployed along the project but this does not implicate that solutions not listed in this report will
not be assessed if identified in a later time.
Moreover, as integration to this report in Annex II is reported the work performed in the
framework of Maestri Project (H2020 – GA 680570): various examples of industrial symbiosis
are listed in an Excel file and their main characteristics displayed.
The list of solutions itemised in the present report is supplied with an Excel file as an annex,
where all the options described are summarised and some of their attributes highlighted in
order to allow the possibility of filtering them according to specific characteristic. The objective
of this Annex I is to enable an easier fruition of the present report, not obliging interested
companies and parks to thoroughly read them all, including non-interesting one (from their
point of view). While in the below table some relevant attributes are summarised for the reader
interest, in Annex I the main objective is to enable the reader to filter the solution according to
different characteristics.
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Sector of intervention

Implementation
easiness

Replication
potential

Environmental
impact

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PARKDES

M

H

H

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PARKDES+
WASTE

M

H

H

New physical installations
1. Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) plants
•

Joint biomass based CHP

2. District heating solutions
•

District heating/cooling network between the park
premises

THERM+EQUIP+PARKDES+WASTE

M

M

L

•

Link to already existing district heating/cooling network
serving local community

THERM+EQUIP+WASTE

H

L

H

•

New district heating/cooling network serving local
community

THERM+EQUIP+WASTE

L

L

H

3. Joint investment in energy efficiency

THERM+ELECT+EQUIP+PARKDES+
PROC+FIN

M

N/A

N/A

4. Electricity production from waste heat

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PROC

L

M

H

5. Electrical storage installation

EQUIP+THERM+ELECT+PROC

M

H

M

6. Thermal storage installation

EQUIP+EL+HEAT+PROC

H

H

M

7. Joint reactive power compensation

EQUIP+ELECT

M

H

L

8. Joint sustainable/self-produced fuel (power-to-gas, biogas)

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM

L

M

M
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9. Joint heat pumps for district heating purposes via power-toheat

EQUIP+THERM+ELECT

M

M

M

10. Waste heat recovery via heat pumps and/or heat exchanger

THERM+EQUP+ELECT+WASTE

M

H

M

1. Realisation of a smart grid within the park premises

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PARKDES+
PROC

L

M

H

2. Joint purchase of monitoring equipment

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PROC+FIN

H

H

H

3. Demand response schemes

ELECT+PROC+EQUIP

M

M

M

4. Energy management System at industry/park level

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+WASTE+
PROC+EMPL

H

H

H

5. Shared central servers

EQUIP

M

H

L

Information and Communication Technologies

Logistics and Mobility
1. Joint mobility solutions
•

Joint fleet for employees to reach the park (i.e. buses)

EMPL+PARKDES+EQUIP+FIN

H

H

M

•

Joint car pooling

EMPL+PARKDES

H

H

M

•

Joint electric vehicles/ H2 based fleet

EMPL+ELECT+EQUIP+PARKDES+
FIN

H

H

M

2. Shared charging points for electric/H2 vehicles

EQUIP+ELECT+EMPL+PARKDES

H

H

M

3. Shared office buildings

EMPL+PARKDES+FIN

M

M

L
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4. Joint logistics

PROC+EMPL+FIN+MAT

M

M

L

1. Common energy audits

PROC+FIN+ELECT+THERM+
PARKDES+WASTE

H

H

H

2. Joint use of Combined Heat and Power (CHP)

PROC+ELECT+HEAT

M

H

H

3. Joint energy manager

EMPL+FIN+ELECT+THERM+WASTE

M

H

M

4. Clustering of common processes

PROC+EMPL+MAT+PARKDES+EQUIP

L

M

L

5. Common design of buildings

FIN+PARKDES

M

M

M

6. Matching companies according to energy/material demand
and production

PARKDES+PROC+ELECT+THERM+
WASTE+MAT+FIN

M

M

H

7. Joint emergency plan of the area

PARKDES+EMPL

H

M

L

8. Exploitation of one plant’s by-product(s) in other plant(s) –
Industrial symbiosis

PARKDES+PROC+ELECT+THERM+
WASTE +MAT+FIN

N/A

N/A

N/A

9. Joint waste management and disposal

WASTE+FIN+PARKDES

H

H

L

10. Joint organic waste treatment energy valorisation (via
biogas or waste incineration)

WASTE+EQUIP+THERM+ELECT+
PARKDES

M

M

L

11. Joint sewage water treatment and valorisation

WASTE+EQUIP+FIN+PARKDES

M

H

L

WASTE+EQUIP+ELECT+THERM

L

M

M

Managerial Actions

•

Biogas production in wastewater treatment plants
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Contractual instruments
1. Joint purchase of electricity

FIN+ELECT

H

H

L

2. Joint purchase of energy carriers (gas/fuel/wood)

FIN+MAT+PARKDES

H

H

L

3. Joint purchase of raw materials

FIN+MAT+PARKDES

M

M

L

4. Joint insurance provider

FIN

M

H

L

5. Joint ancillary services providers

FIN

M

H

M

6. Creation of a park ESCO

FIN+ELECT+THERM+EQUIP

L

M

M

Table 4-1: Solution summary and benchmarks

Legend of the acronyms of Table 4-1:
► EQUIP: equipment
► ELECT: electric sector
► THERM: thermal sector
► PARKDES: design of the park
► WASTE: waste reduction/management
► PROC: impact on processes
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► FIN: financial/contractual field
► MAT: material handling
► H: high
► M: medium
► L: low
► N/A: not applicable
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Annex III: S-PARCS solutions assessment questionnaire template

S-PARCS demosite solutions assessment – Current
situation (PARK OPERATOR VERSION)

1. Please provide a short description of the park’s history and current development if relevant
The park may have changed its nature, certain companies may have taken the lead, the willing to
cooperate may be increasing/decreasing, etc.
2. Overview of the park’s management structure and ownership
a. Who is the owner of the park premises?
b. Who are the most important actors in park’s management?
c. How do you approach the decision making processes? Do you regularly involve
companies in the decision making process? How?
d. Is the public administration involved? How?
e. Who is responsible for energy services provision?
f. Who is responsible for maintenance?
g. Where and when does 3rd party interfere (authorisation etc.)?
h. Do you share infrastructures within the park (e.g. lighting system, waste management,
maintenance, district heating, etc.)? If yes, could you provide more information?
The aim is to develop the best solution according to different situations and to understand
potential barriers for S-PARCS actions.
3. Which solution are you currently adopting to address the energy optimisation of the park?
Please focus on innovative solutions and focus in particular on those non-single-plant oriented.
(e.g. Technical solutions as physical connection between plants, other interconnection, forms of
collaboration, shared investments, etc.).
4. Have you previously identified but not implemented any energy efficiency solution? Why?
Interesting solutions not implemented due to different barrier(s) both in your plan and energy
cooperation ones
5. Do you currently have specific contract(s) addressing the energy subject in an innovative way?
While point 1 referred mostly to technical solutions, here the focus is on the solutions driven by
contractual techniques (e.g. contract between park’s partner, contracts between a third entity
and multiple plants, etc.).
6. Does the park have an internal electric grid? Is it present a bi-directional POD/POC (point of
delivery/point of connection)?
To understand if currently you have the possibility to interexchange electricity with the national
grid or the flux is mono-directional (buying)
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7. Could you summarize your last investments in term of energy efficiency?
a. Have they been proven effective?
b. What was/is their expected pay-back-period?
c. How did you funded them?
Please list the investment you performed both as plant and as park, assessing their outcomes.
8. Which are the quantities currently monitored at park’s level? Frequency?
To assess the level of “energy-consciousness” and the quality of the data.  i.e.: electricity-real
time, water consumption-final balance one per month etc.
Resource
Monitoring device
Sampling time
In flux
Out flux
Electricity
Yes – digital
Yes
Real time
counter
Heating
Yes - …
no
Real time
Cooling
Water
Once/month
Gas
Fuel
yes
Non-existing
…
9. Does the park itself buy some of these resources? Is it for its own sustenance or on behalf of the
companies? At which price?
10. Could you provide the layout of the park?
11. Other
Other solutions you know about which is performed or studied for parks/plants you think could be
promising.
Any other useful information you wish to add.
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S-PARCS demosite solutions assessment – Current
situation (COMPANY VERSION)

12. Brief description of your company and activities
Sector, dimension and other relevant information
13. Do you have any collaborations (in term of sharing of information, services, infrastructures, etc.) with
other companies in the park? Do you have many interaction with other companies in the park?

If yes, please provide more information. Positive or negative experiences? Cooperation activities
and arrangements may rely on previous involvement

14. Have you ever carried an energy audit in your company?
a. If YES :
i. What did it cover? Full company, specific process, specific machinery?
ii. Did you implement any of the measures identified in the energy audit?
b. If NO: Why not?
(we don’t need it, energy expense is not relevant, no time or interest on the issue..)
15. Do you periodically keep track and evaluate energy costs in your company?
a. Yearly, every 6 months, every 3 months, every month, every week, every day?
b. Why this timeframe?
16. Which solution are you currently adopting to address the energy optimisation of your company?
Please focus on innovative solutions and focus in particular on those non-single-process/plant
oriented. (e.g. Technical solutions as physical connection between plants, other interconnection,
forms of collaboration, shared investments, etc.).
17. Have you previously identified but not implemented any energy efficiency solution? Why?
Interesting solutions not implemented due to different barrier(s) both in your plan and energy
cooperation ones
18. Do you currently have specific contract(s) addressing the energy subject in an innovative way
towards energy/money saving?
While point 5 referred mostly to technical solutions, here the focus is on the solutions driven by
contractual techniques (e.g. contract between park’s partner, contracts between a third entity
and multiple plants, etc.).
19. Is it present a bi-directional POD/POC (point of delivery/point of connection)?
To understand if currently you have the possibility to interexchange electricity with the national
grid or the flux is mono-directional (buying)
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20. Could you summarize your last investments in term of energy efficiency?
a. Have they been proven effective?
b. What was/is their expected pay-back-period?
c. How did you funded them (internally, National Energy Efficiency funds, EU structural
funds, ESCos…)?
Please list the investment you performed both as plant and as park, assessing their outcomes.
21. What is the level of automation of your plant?
Please self-assess it both in absolute terms and compared with competitor (High/Medium/Low).
High level of automation usually corresponds to highly predictable operations and more complex
monitoring equipment.
22. Description of the fluxes of the company
To enhance energy cooperation between S-PARCS companies we wish to gain knowledge of the
energy fluxes of the each company.
Inputs: please focus on the major resources your company consumes
Internal production: it refers to the three main sector of electricity, heating and cooling.
Cooperation between neighbouring companies could result in different interaction based on their
internal production.
Output: focus on by-products, especially those which may be valorised.

Resource

INPUTS
Electricity
Heating (specify temp)
Fuel (gas/diesel)
Steam
Chemicals

Economic impact
Please specify the cost
and an assessment of its
economic impact on your
operations:
Low/Medium/High

Time Profile
8-17 constant
8-17 fluctuating
0-24 constant….

INTERNAL PRODUCTION
Electricity
Heating
Cooling
Steam
OUTPUTS
Electricity
Heating
Chemical by-products

Specify if sold or not

23. Which are the quantities currently monitored? Frequency?
To assess the level of “energy-consciousness” and the quality of the data.  i.e.: electricity-real
time, water consumption-final balance one per month etc.
Resource
Monitoring device
Sampling time
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Electricity
Heating
Cooling
Water
Gas
Fuel
Steam at XX bar
Steam at YY bar
Compressed air
Hydrogen

In flux
Yes – digital
counter
Yes - …

Out flux
Yes

Real time

no

Real time
Once/month

yes

Non-existing

…
24. Have you identified any residual/waste heat in your company?
a. What is the physical state and temperature of that waste heat?
(i.e. vapour, radiant surfaces, fumes, hot liquids, etc.)
b. What is the temperature of that waste heat?
25. Are there specific production related processes that you think they have a potential for
improving their energy performance in your company?
(i.e. process cooling, heating, drying, melting…),
26. Are there specific support processes that you think have a potential for improving their energy
performance in your company?
(i.e. compressed air, space heating/cooling, ventilation, pumping)
27. How energy efficient could be considered your plant in your opinion?
Please self-assess it both in absolute terms and compared with competitor (High/Medium/Low)
28. What is the most efficient process? Why?
Please cite the process you believe the most efficient, the one which could be an example and
most integrated in the plant. The idea is to understand if the optimization performed on a single
process in the framework of the factory can be extended to the park.
29. What is the less efficient process? Why?
Please cite the process you feel is the one with the most potential in terms of energy efficiencyraising. To fulfil the optimization goals of all stakeholder is one of the objectives of S-PARCS
project: the intention is to understand where to focus the attention.
30. Other
Other solutions you know about which is performed or studied for parks/plants you think could be
promising.
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Any other useful information you wish to add.

Please provide name and contact of the person in charge of environmental and/or energy strategy
for future communications
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